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This issue is a big one, with two op eds in addition to all our regular features. Just right 
for holing up with on a cold winter day. 
 
Lisa Bierman’s greeting continues the theme of making your own luck. Lisa has had to 
make her own luck these past few months, as you will read: “In recent months, our family 
has had much more adversity than I’m used to—my husband hit by a car on his bike… 
(he’s fine now)… and my mom in a hospital ICU . . . However, one of the things that is 
quite prominent for me right now is that we always have some choices about how we 
view our circumstances—maybe not in the most intense hours of crisis, but in the 
majority of life’s episodes of ‘Ha—I gave you lemons. Now make lemonade.’”  
 
Our illustrator in the spotlight is Rebecca Dudley, who talks about her unique style of 
illustrating using photography, dioramas, and real stuffed animals: “The great thing about 
working with characters that actually exist, physically, is that you can literally spend time 
with them . . . One day I walked into my studio, after having left Hank posed on a set with 
his Yeti friend, and out of the corner of my eye I glimpsed them both looking 
mischievous. When I looked directly at Hank the moment was gone . . . That would not 
have happened if he did not physically exist.”  
 
Kate Hannigan’s tale from the front has a beginning, a middle, and an end, as a good 
story should: “Hmmm, somewhere in my sleep-deprived mind, a few synapses fired. And 
suddenly I was recalling newspaper deadlines and a wispy ballerina. Could it be? What 
were the odds that the adorable ‘Teen Page’ reporter from the Salinas newsroom had 
grown up to become a literary agent living in Chicago?”  
 
Next comes our list of classes, retreats, and workshops, which June Sengpiehl keeps 
updated. 
 
Then check Dana Wilson Easley’s “News Roundup” for a listing of events, awards, grant 
possibilities, and conferences. 
 
This season’s “Don’t Miss” is the third annual SCBWI Illinois Spring Thaw on May 3. 
 
Molly Backes is back and in good form in her writing tips column. This time Molly writes 
about a writer’s need to confront fear: “The arsenal of strategies you’ve developed to 
help deal with your emotions and keep your secrets is exactly what stands between you 
and a good day of writing. As a writer, the fiercest battle you’ll fight will be with yourself. 
To be successful in the long term, you have to become allies with your own brain. Pay 
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attention to the subjects that scare you.”  
 
And Laura Montenegro returns to the “Illustrator Tips” column. Laura recommends a 
book by Perry Nodelman, Words About Pictures: The Narrative Art of Children’s Picture 
Books. The book made Laura see her own work in a new light, as she illustrates in the 
samples. 
 
On the “writer’s bookshelf” is Judy K. Morris’s Writing Fiction for Children, reviewed by 
Juliet Bond. The review is a love letter to “Judy K.”: “You are a total rock star, Judy K.. . . 
Writing Fiction for Children deserves a community of followers.”  
 
In her “Book Look,” Jodell Sadler explains why she admires the pacing in What the Moon 
Said, by Gayle Rosengren: “When it comes to pacing, What the Moon Said serves as a 
reminder that writers really can write to thrill readers: she moves characterization from 
the inside out, moves readers into a character’s deepest, darkest desires, and moves 
characters (and readers) through tough challenges that allow the heart of a story to 
surface.” 
 
Carol Grannick’s “Flourishing Writer” is back too. Coincidentally, like several other 
writers in this issue, Carol writes about fear: “I’m talking about the fear of putting myself 
forward that resides in the shadows of childhood, the ones that no longer shout and 
scream, but still whisper. Not good enough. Not smart enough. You’re ‘less-than’ us and 
always will be.” 
 
Then our managing editor, Dana Wilson Easley, gives us a tour of the new SCBWI 
national website, pointing out the many features that will assist writers in promoting their 
books.  
 
For her column on self-publishing, Michelle Sussman takes up the topic of editing: the 
different kinds of editing, how to edit your own work, how to choose a professional editor. 
She even recommends a few good professional editors. 
 
Next we have our “fly on the wall.” Dawn Malone attended Prairie Writer’s and 
Illustrator’s Day and gives us an overview of the panels and breakout sessions.  
 
In the first of our two op eds, Wendy Parris reports on the SCBWI annual winter 
conference in New York. Should you go? Wendy says yes: “During my three days at the 
SCBWI Winter Conference in New York, I learned invaluable information about the craft 
of writing and the business of publishing. I forged new friendships and made 
professional connections. Perhaps most important, I felt welcomed into a supportive 
community and inspired to dive back into my writing with a fresh energy.” 
 
Finally, Susan Bravo asks whether you have “been to the library lately.” She has noticed 
some changes in the reference area: “The area was filled with empty shelves and it was 
roped off like a crime scene . . . Where did all those wonderful books and guides go?” 
 
Stay warm! 
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Current	  Issue	  •	  Winter	  2014	  •	  Greeting	  from	  Lisa	  Bierman	  
	  

Make	  Your	  Own	  Luck,	  part	  2	  
 
It’s odd to me that our column theme, “make your own luck,” has such a double meaning 
to me now as I start you off in this issue full of valuable tools and thoughts. 
 
In recent months, our family has had much more adversity than I’m used to—my 
husband hit by a car on his bike… (he’s fine now)… and my mom in a hospital ICU as I 
write this. So I must say that my attitude toward writing about luck—and naturally, toward 
making it yourself, is a little bit shaky. 
 
However, one of the things that is quite prominent for me right now is that we always 
have some choices about how we view our circumstances—maybe not in the most 
intense hours of crisis, but in the majority of life’s episodes of “Ha—I gave you lemons. 
Now make lemonade.” For instance, I was deeply grateful that soon after my husband’s 
accident, even though I was still afraid for him, I was able to put the emphasis on the fact 
that I still had him. Then I simply put one foot in front of the other for a couple weeks, 
with lots of support from friends—and we both came out on the other side.  
 
On a smaller scale, isn’t that parallel to what we have to do when we have challenges in 
our work? Put one foot forward. Grab a friend. Kvetch. Then put the other foot forward, 
or maybe switch directions. Wander. Wonder.  
 
And this is a bit of a stretch, but since I’ve been spending so much time in places I hadn’t 
planned on lately—chiefly hospitals… I’ve been reminded that I used to be quite good at 
finding inspiration in the moments where I was sort of “trapped.” For instance, I wrote 
one of my favorite poems while I was at a Jiffy Lube waiting for my car to get an oil 
change. I couldn’t go anywhere, but I made my own luck—out of the strangely soothing 
noises of the shop, the smell of slightly burned coffee in the waiting area, and the toddler 
roaming from chair to chair while someone else waited for their car too.  
 
I haven’t been good at that lately, but I’m going to relearn that skill of tending to my art 
when I have an odd opportunity to write. I will have to be strong. I will have to keep my 
phone in my purse. Has anyone else found that the availability of email, scheduling, and 
any-old-time communication has trumped those times when you might make your own 
luck by pulling out your drawing pad or your notebook? I think this snuck up on me. I’m 
not that techy—REALLY I’m not (and many can vouch for this). But in those available 
moments I take the easy route, and just see if my email has anything interesting to offer. 
Anyone want to make a pact of some sort to cut that out, and take at least one odd 
moment a day to write or draw? 
 
Another thing we might be able to pursue to make our own luck is to welcome more of 
our lives into our art. I am sure there are many of you who are good at this. Me? I kind of 
compartmentalize. My writing often has so little to do with where I am personally and 
emotionally. I do wonder if, having had a bit more of what you would call “bad luck,” I 
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might be more inclined to include, acknowledge, make use of what I have gone through 
and what it means to me. If you have this issue too, maybe it can be good to sit down 
and take stock of what your year has brought you—both the good and the bad, the funny 
and the sad. Are there events, people, or emotions experienced that you can make use 
of in your work? Maybe somewhere recently, you have met the perfect person to base a 
new character on… that crusty and tough lady at the yoga class your friend dragged you 
to? The younger sibling who wreaked havoc at the school Halloween party where you 
volunteered? The guy who was playing guitar on a bench outside the ice cream shop as 
it snowed? (Ooh—that one’s real—I saw that guy myself. Why don’t I imagine some 
more about him?) 
 
As Alice so wisely reminded us in the last Prairie Wind issue, we make our own luck by 
putting butt-in-chair, and by educating ourselves formally and informally. 
 
To that I would add, we make our own luck by paying attention, and having our craft in 
mind, anywhere we are. We make our own luck by writing or doing art when it would 
truly be easier to do something else. We make our own luck by letting our lives 
contribute to our art. I think sometimes we are conditioned to think of unplanned life 
circumstances as mostly just a distraction from our work. But remember, we have our 
most important tool—our imagination—with us at all times. I for one am going to try to 
see what I can make of all those distractions. There must be a riveting plot in there 
somewhere.  
 
To all, a bright new year full of possibilities, 
 
Lisa Bierman 
Co-regional Adviser 
SCBWI-Illinois 
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Current	  Issue	  •	  Winter	  2014	  •	  Our	  Chapter	  •	  Illustrator	  in	  the	  
Spotlight	  
	  

Stories	  without	  Writing	  
 

By	  Rebecca	  Dudley	  
 
I wish I were a writer, but I am not. Lucky for me there are other ways to make stories, 
ways that involve very little writing. 
 
In fourth grade my best friend, Kathy, and I made a weekly mimeographed newspaper 
and solicited content from our classmates. In addition to drawing cartoons, typing, editing 
and operating the mimeograph machine, Kathy and I contributed serial stories. Kathy's 
was beautifully planned, like a nascent J. K. Rowling book. Every chapter was 
meticulously structured to lead to the next, building to a surprising yet inevitable 
conclusion. It was a masterpiece. Mine, “The Blueberry Dilemma,” had no particular arc 
and was filled with scintillating revelations that materialized on a whim and went 
nowhere. After five or six installments of “The Blueberry Dilemma,” my beloved teacher, 
Mr. Emerson, said, "Becky, I don't see where you are going with this. It feels like you are 
making it up as you go along." This was the moment I had been waiting for. I thought to 
myself: “Yes, Mr. Emerson! Yes! I have been making this up as I go along, without a 
care in the world about developing those dramatic plot points I introduced! There is no 
denouement! The whole thing is a denouement! I have REINVENTED WRITING!” But 
something was wrong. He did not seem impressed at all. He seemed worried.  
 
I retreated, sullen and still convinced that my process was revolutionary. I decided to 
interview some of my readers. I discovered that very few had been following “The 
Blueberry Dilemma.” Most of my interviewees just cringed or shrugged. I was crushed. 
Kathy had some specific advice about leaving out the parts that don’t matter. Good 
advice I use to this day. Nobody said it directly, but I figured it out: my writing was 
indulgent. I wanted to connect with people through my writing but I was the only one who 
liked it.  
 
I am still charmed by the process of making things up. I still make up my stories as I go 
along, but now I go back, adding and editing to make the story legible, so I am not the 
only one who "gets it." 
 
Character 
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If you are going to make something up, it helps to start with a strong character, 
preferably a small stuffed animal. For my first two books, the story is about Hank, the 
species-ambiguous critter, often confused for a monkey or a bear. 
 
The great thing about working with characters that actually exist, physically, is that you 
can literally spend time with them, happily oblivious to what may evolve into a story. You 
can get to know them just by being around them. I was so pleased with the way Hank 
turned out that I had him accompany me around my house. I saw the way light affected 
him. Hank on a sunny day looked so different from how he looked on a cloudy day. 
When it rained I noticed he is not a run-outside-in-the-rain kind of critter. Rather, his 
temperament suggests lets-look-at-the-rain-through-a-window. 
 
One day I walked into my studio, after having left Hank posed on a set with his Yeti 
friend, and out of the corner of my eye I glimpsed them both looking mischievous. When 
I looked directly at Hank the moment was gone, he was all sweetness again, but I am so 
grateful for that moment in which he revealed to me an undiscovered aspect of his 
character. That would not have happened if he did not physically exist. I feel like we are 
collaborators. Sometimes it even seems that he is dictating his stories to me. 
 
Here Is How I “Write” 
 

 
 
My writing process is like being a movie director, shooting a film on location, with no idea 
where my movie is going. I build scenes based on a single image I have in my mind. In 
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the case of “Hank Finds an Egg,” the story began as soon as I made Hank and I knew I 
wanted to give him something small to care for. I imagined him holding an egg. 
Questioning that image allowed the narrative to emerge organically—where did he find 
it? What is he going to do with it? I have found that one strong image, inspired by a 
character, is all I need to begin a story. 
 
How It Began 
 

 
 
I am an architect and I have always loved making models. In 2003 I started building and 
photographing dioramas to make calendars for my friends and family. I built the scenes 
on my dining room table. In 2004 I let the scenery take over my architecture studio and 
by 2007 I had a story. I made a mock-up of a book and had a great meeting with an 
editor at a big publishing house. For about three years I tried to edit the story to please 
that editor but we didn't seem to have the same vision for my work. After those three 
years I had so much pent-up energy for making new stories, I felt like I was going to 
burst. I took my book back from the publisher, bought a good digital camera and signed 
up for a digital photography class. I took hundreds of pictures every week, sometimes 
hundreds in a single day. I would come to class with tons of pictures. After about three 
months of this my teacher said, "STOP! There's a story here. Next week, come in with 
the story. No new pictures. Just EDIT." She was right. I repeated this process for the 
next few weeks and realized I liked working that way: taking a bunch of pictures loosely 
organized around an idea and worrying about the "story" later. 
 
One of the many advantages of this way of working is that you see the story unfolding 
through the eyes of your character. You can experience the story as they do. Hank 
wants to know what’s in Li’l Smokey’s secret box and I do too. Hank doesn’t know what 
is going to grow from the seeds he is planting and neither do I.  
 
Just Getting Started 
 
I have so many ideas of ways to work with this medium to tell stories, and so many 
characters I want to build. I am working on new characters right now.  
 
Although there are a few wonderful precedents for illustrating children’s books with 
photographs, we have barely scratched the surface and I do not know why. There are so 
many ways the medium can be used to make inanimate objects seem alive, ways that 
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drawings cannot. I remember getting a chill the first time I noticed that 
author/illustrator/photographer Dare Wright had flipped a negative for a photo in one of 
her “Lonely Doll” books. This made her character Edith seem shockingly alive because 
her eyes had always “looked” to her right, but in this picture they “looked” to her left. I 
remember thinking, “I knew it! She’s alive!” 
 
I love the constraints of working with a character whose face is fixed in a single position, 
and few compliments are as gratifying as being told Hank’s face is “so expressive!” The 
book was considered, by some publishers, a risky venture, precisely because his face 
didn’t “change.” But it does change. I can evoke so many different emotions from Hank 
by changing the set, his body position, the camera angle and the lighting. Children notice 
all of this.  
 

 
 
I do not know why there are so few children’s books illustrated with photographs. Maybe 
digital photography will make photographic books for children more common. Film 
processing has always been expensive. Pixels are free! I often take 300-500 
photographs to get one usable image. I could never have afforded to do this with film. 
Children love photographs because the medium itself confirms the reality of what they 
are looking at. That is why I try to build as much as possible for the worlds I create, using 
Photoshop only as a last resort. The worlds I create are real and I don’t want children to 
feel tricked. 
 
Here we are, at an ending. Working as I do makes endings especially difficult. If you 
don’t know where you are going, how could you possibly know where you will end up?  
 
If you visit my blog (storywoods.blogspot.com) you will see 40 tiny stories that work as 
chapters of one long continuous story. This is because I prefer to not think about the 
end. Hank is a curious, busy little guy, unconcerned with conventional story structure. 
Understandably, his exploits don’t always conclude in a tidy way. Sometimes they 
just…end. 
 
Rebecca Dudley grew up in a small town, a woodsy place with hills and streams. In 
seventh grade she made an excellent model of the Parthenon out of file folders. 
Everyone thought her parents made it, but she made it by herself on the dining room 
table while her parents were in the living room, reading. She won a traveling fellowship a 
while ago and went to Japan for four months. Sometimes people think her work was 
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created in Japan, but it was all made in Illinois where she has a small architectural 
practice. Thirty more stories can be found at her blog: http://storywoods.blogspot.com/ 
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Front	  
	  

A	  Tale	  (and	  a	  Few	  Lessons	  Learned)	  from	  the	  Front	  
 

By	  Kate	  Hannigan	  
 
My book-publishing tale begins about two decades ago, in a noisy newsroom at The 
Californian newspaper in Salinas. I was a 20-something editor struggling to figure out 
career and life when I met our newsroom clerk, a wispy, high-achieving high schooler 
who fit time in at the newspaper between ballet class and homework. 
 
Fast forward through a few more newspaper jobs to Chicago, where my husband and I 
landed with one babe in arms and, in fairly quick succession, two more bundles of joyful 
energy. In between diaper changing and playdate scheduling and attempts at culinary 
improvement, I began trying to carve out a writing life away from journalism.  
 
I wrote children’s stories pretty steadily for about six or seven years, attending SCBWI 
workshops… 
 
Hey, a lesson from the front! Attend writing conferences and retreats if you can, to 
learn from the talent all around us! 
 
…and conferences, and learning all I could about fiction writing. I finished a number of 
manuscripts—picture books and even a middle-grade novel—but was never satisfied 
with what I produced. Then I started a new project that felt right from the moment I 
organized the outline. 
 
When I took the outlined chapters to my critique group… 
 
Another lesson from the front: get into a critique group! Put your writing out 
there! 
 
…they were immensely supportive. The real turning point in my writing life came when 
one of my critique partners posed a simple but direct question: “Why don’t you take 
yourself more seriously as a writer?” I was stunned. I’d been at this for so many years, 
but she was right. In some weird way, I kept undermining myself, perhaps too afraid of 
failure to really put my heart into writing seriously.  
 
After that, I went whole hog. In a matter of months, I completed a full draft of an early 
middle-grade novel. I was calling it The Flour Girls, and it featured two almost-10-year-
old cousins who love to cook, but nobody takes them seriously. The cousins are asked 
to be flower girls in their aunt’s upcoming wedding, but they would rather spend their 
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time baking delicious treats than having to wear horrible pink dresses. So they do 
everything they can to get out of it. 
 
When it felt ready, I decided it was time to find an agent. But how to begin?  
 
Next lesson: yes, you really do need an agent. 
 
As I started my search, a name associated with an SCBWI event shot across my screen: 
Jennifer Mattson. 
 
Hmmm, somewhere in my sleep-deprived mind, a few synapses fired. And suddenly I 
was recalling newspaper deadlines and a wispy ballerina. Could it be? What were the 
odds that the adorable “Teen Page” reporter from the Salinas newsroom had grown up 
to become a literary agent living in Chicago?  
 
I decided to give it a shot and sent a quick message. Sure enough, it was the same 
Jennifer Mattson, and she actually remembered me—the messy 20-something from The 
Californian newspaper, whose desk was always covered in half-emptied coffee mugs. 
 
So we decided to meet for dinner and catch up. I was in a cold sweat through the entire 
meal, wondering whether my younger self had been nice to the high school clerk. “Yes,” 
Jennifer finally assured me. “I remember you once told me I had good fashion sense!” I 
could have cheered. 
 
Another lesson from the front: play nice! 
 
After some revising and tweaking with Jennifer, The Flour Girls was ready to venture out 
into the world. And after more revising and tweaking… 
 
This just in: there’s always revising to be done! 
 
…requested by a real, live editor, in March 2012 we sold my manuscript to Disney-
Hyperion. Retitled Cupcake Cousins, it comes out this coming May 13, and I could not 
be more excited. I’ve had a fantastic experience with my editor, Rotem Moscovich, and I 
cannot believe my good luck in getting Brooke Boynton Hughes 
http://www.brookeboyntonhughes.com/ as the illustrator bringing these characters to life! 
 
When I worked in newspapers, there was a steady trickle of reward and satisfaction: we 
worked on stories each day, then woke up the next morning and read them in the paper. 
But with book publishing, the pace is like watching a tree grow: you trust something is 
happening, but you cannot always see it moving along. Here’s the progression for my 
book: 
 

• Began reworking it with Jennifer in 2010  
• Shopped it to publishers and revised in 2011 
• Sold it to Disney-Hyperion in early 2012 
• Revised again! Watched steps of production in 2013 
• Will see it on shelves in 2014 
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Whoa, slow down there, Tex, right? With that kind of pace, I wound up starting a blog, 
AuthorOf.blogspot.com, http://authorof.blogspot.com/ so that I could have a project that 
gives me the immediate connectedness I miss in newspapers. And it makes me really 
study the books for the genres that interest me. With Author Of, I read middle-grade and 
picture books (both fiction and nonfiction), and then I interview the authors about the 
ideas behind their books and the inspiration that made them sit down and start a project.  
 
And to keep myself sane, I jumped to my next… 
 
Here comes another lesson: always, always have a “next project”! 
 
…project. While researching for a (still unsold) nonfiction manuscript, I had stumbled 
across a pretty amazing story about one of the first female detectives in the United 
States. I couldn’t stop thinking about her. She is buried here in Chicago, and I’ve taken 
the family on an outing to visit her gravestone (such are the Saturday afternoons for the 
children of writers, no?). And as I waited for the back-and-forth editing work with 
Cupcake Cousins, I immersed myself in researching her story.  
 
Because I didn’t want anyone to scoop me, I wrote like a fiend. I outlined and researched 
and wrote faster than I’d written anything before. I cleared everything else from my 
calendar, didn’t answer phone calls, didn’t volunteer at my kids’ school, didn’t even 
bathe some days during my precious writing hours. I knew I had a limited number of 
months to get this story onto paper, so I wrote like a pack of wolves was snapping at my 
heels. 
 
There’s a lesson here: bathe, but don’t get distracted. Write! 
 
After the manuscript had been revised with Jennifer, it sold to Little, Brown Books for 
Young Readers in April of this year. It will come out the spring after Cupcake Cousins, in 
April 2015. So right now, as the finishing touches are put on the Cousins, I’m in the 
middle of—what else?—revising the detective story. It’s good to keep busy. 
 
Oh, and now for the kicker ending: with such a funny start to our literary relationship, I 
am happy to say I have a great time working with my agent, Jennifer. And I’m grateful to 
be part of the Andrea Brown Literary Agency’s team. Because in the great karmic cycle 
of things, it makes perfect sense:  
 
Andrea Brown Literary is a California agency, based in Salinas, right where my tale 
began. 
 
Kate Hannigan lives in Chicago's Hyde Park neighborhood, where she works through 
plotting and dialogue issues by walking her nervous Australian shepherd and mumbling 
to herself. When she's not working on a middle-grade story, she likes to experiment in 
the kitchen or get lost in historical research. Visit her blog at AuthorOf.blogspot.com and 
her website at KateHannigan.com. 
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2014	  Winter	  Classes,	  Retreats	  and	  Workshops	  
 

Compiled	  by	  June	  Sengpiehl	  
 
Classes, conferences and workshops provide opportunities for professional contacts, 
manuscript critiques, networking and fellowship. Many an unpublished manuscript has 
been refocused, redefined, rewritten and published after its author attended a class or 
workshop.  
 

CLASSES 
 
SCHOOL OF THE ART INSTITUTE OF CHICAGO  
36 South Wabash Avenue, Suite 1440, Chicago, IL 60603 
Dept. of Adult Continuing Education  
Children’s Book Illustration  
Tuesdays, February 11 to April 15, 2014, 6 to 9 pm  
Sharp 1217 
Instructor: Laura Montenegro 
To register: phone 312 629-6170 or email cs@saic.edu 
Also offering private instruction 
847 328-4175 call or email for information 
lauramontenegro@sbcglobal.net 
 
Finding Your Writer’s Voice 
Mondays, April 21 to June 2, 2014, 7-9 pm (no class May 26) Fee $125 
Mayslake Peabody Estate 
1717 W. 31st Street 
Oak Brook, IL 60523  
Instructor: Carmela Martino, Author 
What is voice? How do you develop yours? Author Carmela Martino helps you explore 
the answers to these questions in this new writing workshop. Through reading 
assignments, writing exercises, class discussions, and instructor feedback, you’ll learn 
the power of voice and how to sharpen yours so that it draws readers in and keeps them 
turning the pages.  
Required text: Finding Your Writer’s Voice: A Guide To Creative Fiction by Thaisa 
Frank and Dorothy Wall.  
Note: class is limited to 12 students so register early 
To register for the class, call Mayslake at (630) 206-9566 
For more information, contact Carmela at carmela@carmelamartino.com  
  
The Writer’s Studio, The University of Chicago 
Gleacher Center, 450 N. Cityfront Plaza Drive (Between Illinois St. and North Water St.), 
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Chicago 
Writing For Children: Telling Your Story to Today’s Young Readers  
Eight Tuesday evenings, January 7 to February 28, 2014, 6 pm to 8:30 pm  
Instructor: Author and Children’s Book Writing Coach Esther Hershenhorn 
Make your novel the best it can be: for its readers, its genre, its format, and its publishing 
success. Whether you are just beginning or in final revisions, our focused discussions, 
shared readings, project-related goals and suggested models—all tailored to your 
individual needs—will keep you on your writer’s plotline. Maximum attention will be given 
the writing process, elements of narrative (especially the character-plot connection), 
revision, and a story’s marketability as well as the structure and demands of various 
format possibilities, from early chapter book to young adult novel. 
To register visit: www.grahamschool.uchicago.edu/php/writersstudio/ 
 
Introduction to Writing For Children 
Wednesdays, February 5, 12, 19, 2014, 6:30 to 8 pm 
Workforce Development Center, Room 1403 
Heartland Community College 
1500 W. Raab Rd. 
Normal, IL 
Instructor: Dawn Malone, Author 
https://communityedregistration.heartland.edu/CommEdWebReg/description.jsp?
term=0226&group=Community%20Education%20Program&subject=ALLCLASS&c
lassNumber=2617 
Class fee $65 
  
The following classes are taught by Michelle Kogan 
Email Michelle with any questions at: mkogan@mdandmk.com 
Evanston Art Center 
2603 Sheridan Road  
Evanston, IL 60201  
For registration, call (847) 475-5300 or visit: http://www.evanstonartcenter.org 
1. Basics: Figure Drawing and Painting Class ID: 0176  
Start Date: Tuesday, January 7, 2014 (Ten Weeks) 12:30 pm to 3:30 pm 
$320 Regular Member Rate/$310 Discounted (Resident) Rate 
Create warm up sketches and finished drawings using the figure (life model). Each class 
begins with warm up drawings using drawing techniques, including: gesture, contour, 
value, and anatomy. Bring drawing material and materials for the medium you will be 
working in. All levels. 
2.Vibrant Watercolors With Tubes & Pencils Class ID: E0160A/E0160B  
Start Date: Friday, January 10, 2014 (Five Weeks), E0160A 9:30 am to 12:30 pm 
Start Date: Friday. February 14, 2014 (Five Weeks), E0160B 9:30 am to 12:30 pm 
$155 Regular Member Rate/$140 Discounted (Resident) Rate 
Join this guild style watercolor class and work independently on your own paintings while 
under the guidance of the Instructor. Create vibrant compositions using watercolor tubes 
and pencils. The Instructor will work individually with you on composition, watercolor 
techniques and the use of transparent versus opaque watercolor. All levels. 
3. Plein Air at the Lincoln Park Conservatory 
2391 N. Stockton Drive, Chicago, IL 60614 
The conservatory is in Lincoln Park, near the northwest entrance of the Lincoln Park 
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Zoo. 
4. Plein Air Drawing and Painting in the Greenhouse 
Start Date: Thursday, January 9, 2014, (Ten Weeks ), 9:30 am to 12:30 pm  
Rate: $300 
Bring your paints, easel and brushes and create Plein Air Paintings amongst the ferns, 
orchids and tropical plants of the Conservatories Greenhouses. Choose from watercolor, 
acrylic and drawing mediums. Beginners and seasoned artists are welcome. Pricing 
details: Rate $300. 
To register, email Michelle at: mkogan@mdandmk.com 
5. Independent Drawing and Painting with Michelle Kogan 
For registration email Michelle at mkogan@mdandmk.com  
Mondays/Wednesdays January, 2014, specific dates and times TBA 
email Michelle to schedule individual drawing or painting sessions in her Chicago Studio. 
 
The following institutions also offer classes and workshops for writers and illustrators. 
Specific class information was not available at time of publication. 
 
THE RAGDALE FOUNDATION 
Lake Forest, IL 
Phone (847) 234-1063 or visit http://www.ragdale.org/ 
 
THE WRITERS CENTER AT ELGIN COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
Elgin, IL  
Regular writing workshop plus weekend special-topic workshops 
Phone (847) 697-1000, Ext 7578 
 
SCBWI-ILLINOIS 
June 20 to June 22, 2014 
Words In The Woods Conference 
Cross Genre Writing 
Villa Maria Retreat Center 
Springfield, IL 
 
SCBWI-INDIANA 
April 11-12, 2014 
Indiana Chapter Conference 
Canyon Inn 
451 McCormick Creek State Park Rd. 
Spencer, Null 
 
SCBWI-IOWA  
April 11 to April 13, 2014 
“Cast Your Net High” Spring Conference 
The Lodge Hotel 
900 Spruce Hills Dr. 
Bettendorf, IA  
 
SCBWI-OHIO 
January 18, 2014, 10 am to 12 pm 
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Critique Meet With Author Tricia Springstubb 
Loganberry Books 
13015 Larchmore Blvd.  
Shaker Heights, Ohio 
 
SCBWI-WISCONSIN 
1. March 7 to March 9, 2014  
Novel Retreat With Kathi Appelt 
Bishop Oconnor Center 
702 South High Point Road 
Madison, Wisconsin 
2. April 26, 2014 
Agent Day 
Oconomowoc Lake Club 
4668 Lake Club Circle 
Oconomowoc, Wisconsin 
 
SCBWI INTERNATIONAL 
15th Annual Winter Conference 
February 21-23, 2014  
New York, NY 
Visit http://www.scbwi.org/ for faculty, registration and information. 
  

RETREATS, CONFERENCES, WORKSHOPS AND LECTURES 
 
HIGHLIGHTS FOUNDATION FOUNDERS WORKSHOPS FOR PROFESSIONAL AND 
ASPIRING WRITERS AND ILLUSTRATORS 
Honesdale, PA 
Conferences include seminars, small-group workshops, and one-on-one sessions with 
some of the most accomplished, prominent and supportive authors, illustrators, editors, 
critics and publishers of the world of children’s literature, all determined to help authors 
and illustrators meet their goals  
1. Writing For Boys 2014 
February 6 to February 9, 2014 
Rich Wallace, Lenore Look and Chris Crutcher will help you delve deeply into your 
characters’ psyches, exploring their motivations, frustrations and personalities to truly 
bring them to life on the page. 
Workshop Faculty: Rich Wallace, Lenore Look, Chris Crutcher 
2. Carolyn P. Yoder's Alumni Retreat 2014 
February 13 to February 20, 2014 
This is a special and unusual retreat, open only to graduates of Carolyn P. Yoder’s 
workshops. Participants will come together for seven days and evenings to write, relax, 
eat, play and then write some more. 
Workshop Faculty: Carolyn P. Yoder 
3. Sharing Our Hope: Writing for Religious and Inspirational Markets 2014 
March 27 to March 30, 2014 
Never has there been a greater need for inspirational stories, articles, and books for 
children and teens. Religious publishers and general-interest publishers alike are 
seeking hopeful books with solid values. 
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Workshop Faculty: Paula Morrow, Kristi Holl 
4. Rhymes With Reason 
April 11 to April 13, 2014 
Madeline, Time For Bed, How Do Dinosaurs Say Goodnight? Rhyming picture books are 
and always have been among the most popular choices for young readers. Yet 
publishers often say they are not interested in seeing rhyming manuscripts. Why? 
Workshop Faculty: Linda Sue Park, Lisa Wheeler  
5. Dust Or Magic eBook Retreat: Designing and Critiquing Narrative-Driven 
Interactive Media For Children 2014 
April 27 to April 29, 2014 
Dust or Magic is hosting a workshop here at Highlights—a special event bringing 
together 40 individuals with a strong interest in trying to understand children’s lit in the 
age of the touch screen. 
Workshop Faculty: Warren Buckleitner 
6. Life in the Spotlight: Author Opportunities After Publication 2014 
May 4 to May 9, 2014 
It’s for the published author to determine how much time and energy should be invested 
in selling self and product, but if the most is to be made of a book and author in the 
marketplace, then personal efforts must be made. 
Workshop Faculty: Peter P. Jacobi 
7. Writing the Unreal: The Whole Novel Workshop in Fantasy & Speculative 
Fiction 2014 
May 4 to May 11, 2014 
Do you write children’s or YA fantasy? Alternate history? Science Fiction? Magical 
realism? Paranormal romances? Fairy tale retellings? Horror? Bring it to The Whole 
Novel Workshop in Fantasy & Speculative Fiction! 
Workshop Faculty: Anne Ursu, Laura Ruby 
Special Guests: Tina Wexler, Christine Heppermann 
8. A Week with Patti Gauch 2014 
May 11 to May 17, 2014 
Join Patricia Lee Gauch for a writing week of your design! Work with her to brainstorm a 
novel, revise a chapter, finally get that character right, tackle a climax that is truly 
riveting, or prepare a manuscript for submission. 
Workshop Faculty: Patricia Lee Gauch 
9. Nature Writing Boot Camp 2014 
May 12 to May 17, 2014 
We’ll be adding more information about this workshop soon—please check back. 
Workshop Faculty: Andy Boyles 
10. Writing From The Heart 2014 
May 18 to May 25, 2014 
Writing does take a lot of discipline if it’s to go anywhere, but none of it is arduous. It is 
all personally enriching and deeply satisfying. 
Workshop Faculty: Joy Cowley, Suzanne Bloom 
Special Guest: Kathleen Hayes 
For all workshops, phone (877) 512-8365 with questions. To register or to request 
more  
information, e-mail Jo Lloyd, Program Assistant, 
jalloyd@highlightsfoundation.org 
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Off Campus Writer’s Workshops Winter/Spring 2014 
Winnetka Community Center 
620 Lincoln  
Winnetka 
Join the writing group that will help you start your first or finish your seventh novel, 
memoir, non-fiction, young adult or children’s book. OCWW meets Thursday mornings 
9:30 am to 12:00 pm and provides professional workshops from September to May each 
year, featuring current authors, editors, professors and publishers. Check our website for 
further information, http://ocww.bizland.com/. Per session fee $15. Yearly membership 
@$30 entitles members to reduced session fees, manuscript critiques by presenters, 
and member critique groups. Our final meeting the first Thursday in May each year 
presents a panel of publishers and agents who provide vital information for all authors. 
January Lineup: 
January 9 Dick Davidson, “Mystery Writing: Agatha and Me” 
January 16 Rick Watkins, “THEME- The Soul and Heartbeat of Story” 
January 23 Beatriz Gartler, “Writing Scenes” 
January 30 Menachem Wecker, “The Art and Craft of Arts Reporting” 
February through April presenters include: Golda Goldbloom, Elizabeth Wetmore, 
Michele Weber Hurwitz, Derek Sherman, Christine Swanberg, and more to be 
announced. Check our website. 
March 6, 2014, 9:30 am to 12 pm  
Query Letters, Unplugged 
Michele Weber Hurwitz, Author 
This talk will cover everything you always wanted to know about query letters. . .but were 
afraid to ask. What works? What doesn’t? When can you take a risk, and when it is it 
better to play it safe? We will dissect good and not so good query letters. Bring one of 
your own if you dare! We will also write a query letter for a work-in-progress. 
 

RESIDENCY PROGRAMS 
 
VERMONT COLLEGE BRIEF RESIDENCY MASTER OF FINE ARTS IN WRITING FOR 
CHILDREN AND YOUNG ADULTS 
Montpelier, VT 
July, January 
11-day intensive residencies in July and January on campus alternate with 5 month 
nonresident projects (4 semesters, 5 residencies). Faculty includes M. T. Anderson, 
Kathi Appelt. Marion Dane Bauer, Sharon Darrow, Ellen Levine and Norma Fox Mazer 
Contact Melissa Fisher at (800) 336-6794, Ext. 8637 
 
SPALDING UNIVERSITY BRIEF RESIDENCY MASTER OF FINE ARTS IN WRITING 
PROGRAM 
Louisville, KY  
with a Concentration in Writing For Children 
Semesters begin in May or October 
Program is 4 semesters, 5 residencies 
Contact Graduate Admissions at (800) 896-8941, Ext. 2423 or e-mail: 
mfa@spalding.edu or visit the website at http://spalding.edu/ 
 
LESLEY UNIVERSITY LOW-RESIDENCY MASTER OF FINE ARTS IN CREATIVE 
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WRITING  
Cambridge, MA 
Offering a concentration in Writing for Young People 
Semesters begin in January and June 
Program is 4 semesters, 5 residencies 
Contact Jana M. Van der Veer 
Assistant Director, Advising and Student Services 
jvanderv@lesley.edu 
 
HAMLINE UNIVERSITY LOW-RESIDENCY MASTER OF FINE ARTS IN WRITING FOR 
CHILDREN AND YOUNG ADULTS 
1536 Hewitt Avenue 
Saint Paul, MN 55104 
Semesters begin in January and July 
Program is 4 semesters, 5 residencies 
Office phone: (651) 523-2047, Fax: (651) 523-2490 
For questions, call (651) 523-2900 or e-mail gradprog@hamline.edu 
 

ONLINE OPPORTUNITIES 
 
Manuscript Workshop for Children’s Writer 
Starts March 3, 2014 (Ten Weeks) 
Instructor: Sarah Aronson, Author 
This ongoing writers’ workshop is open to intermediate and advanced writers who are 
working on manuscripts and need the structure of a class to retain their focus and 
energy. Prerequisite: Debbie Edwardson’s Introduction to Writing For Children or a 
comparable real time or Internet class, and/or working knowledge and experience 
shaping a story from idea through completion. Unlike the introductory class, the 
advanced workshop will not offer weekly exercises or lectures, but will focus entirely on 
the participants’ own work in progress. Expect to post work in progress (complete picture 
book draft or novel chapters) once a week, offer comments on others’ work and respond 
to critical appraisals of your own. Picture books through YA. 
To find more information or to register for the class, go to 
http://www.writers.com/welcome.html or email: writers @writers.com. 
 
LEARNING ON-LINE  
INSTITUTE OF CHILDREN’S LITERATURE 
Correspondence courses and access to articles, tips, chat room discussions on writing.  
Visit http://www.institutechildrenslit.com/ 
 
WRITER’S DIGEST ONLINE WORKSHOPS 
“Fundamentals of Writing For Children” (12 week beginning course) 
“Focus Course in Writing For Children” (14 week intermediate course) 
For details and starting dates on these workshops and other Writer’s Digest 
Online Courses, visit http://www.writersonlineworkshops.com/- 
 
June Sengpiehl lives in Oak Park, with her husband, Paul. She writes poetry, articles, 
picture books and chapter books. Her email is: jsseng629@yahoo. 
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News	  Roundup	  Winter	  2014	  
 

Compiled	  by	  Dana	  Wilson	  Easley	  
 

***EVENTS (roughly by date)*** 
 

ANDERSON’S BOOKSHOP 
Information is subject to change; some events require tickets. For more information on 
these and other upcoming events, visit http://www.andersonsbookshop.com/events.php, 
or call 630-355-2665 for AB Naperville (123 W. Jefferson Ave., Naperville) and ATDE 
(Anderson’s Two Doors East, 111 W. Jefferson Ave., Naperville) or 630-963-2665 for AB 
Downers Grove (5112 Main St., Downers Grove). 

• Jan. 17- Brad Meltzer, author of I am Amelia Earhart, 7:00 p.m. at AB Naperville. 
• Jan. 19- Ransom Riggs, author of Hollow City, 2:00 p.m. at AB Naperville. 
• Jan. 29 – Dan Gutman author of Genius Files #4: From Texas with Love, 7:00 

p.m. at AB Naperville. 
• Feb. 7- Rachel Caine, author of Prince of Shadows, & Lydia Kang, author of 

Control, 7:00 p.m. at AB Naperville. 
• Feb. 11- Len Vlahos, author of The Scar Boys, 7:00 p.m. at AB Naperville. 
• Feb. 14- Henry Winkler & Lin Oliver, authors of Here’s Hank #1 and #2, details to 

come. 
• Feb. 18- Sheila Turnage, author of The Ghosts of Tupelo Landing, 7:00 p.m. at 

AB Naperville. 
 
ANDERSON’S BOOKSHOP 12th ANNUAL CHILDREN’S LITERARY BREAKFAST   
What: Illinois authors and illustrators, full breakfast, door prizes, giveaways, book sales 
and more! CPDU credits   
When: Saturday, February 15 
Where: Signature Room, Woodridge 
Details: Advance registration and fee required  , authors and ticket details pending 
More information: Check Anderson’s website http://www.andersonsbookshop.com or 
call (630) 355-2665 for details  
 

***AWARDS*** 
 

NATIONAL BOOK AWARDS 
The 2013 winner of the National Book Foundation’s National Book Award for Young 
People’s Literature is: 

• Cynthia Kadohata, The Thing About Luck (Atheneum Books for Young 
Readers/Simon & Schuster) 

 The finalists are: 
• Kathi Appelt, The True Blue Scouts of Sugar Man Swamp  (Atheneum Books for 
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Young Readers/Simon & Schuster)  
• Tom McNeal, Far Far Away (Alfred A. Knopf/Random House)  
• Meg Rosoff, Picture Me Gone (G.P. Putnam’s Sons, a division of Penguin Group 

USA)  
• Gene Luen Yang, Boxers & Saints (First Second/Macmillan)  

 
YALSA (YOUNG ADULT LIBRARY SERVICES ASSOCIATION) 2013 TOP TEN BEST 
FICTION FOR YOUNG ADULTS 

• Jesse Andrews, Me and Earl and the Dying Girl. Abrams/Amulet Books, 2012. 
• Libba Bray, The Diviners. Little, Brown Books for Young Readers, 2012. 
• Rachel Hartman, Seraphina. Random House/Random House Books for Young 

Readers, 2012. 
• Alethea Kontis, Enchanted. Houghton Mifflin Harcourt/Harcourt Children’s Books, 

2012.  
• David Levithan, Every Day. Random House/Knopf Books for Young Readers, 

2012. 
• Patricia McCormick, Never Fall Down. HarperCollins/Balzer + Bray, 2012. 
• Matthew Quick, Boy 21. Little, Brown Books for Young Readers, 2012. 
• Benjamin Saenz, Aristotle and Dante Discover the Secrets of the Universe. 

Simon & Schuster/Simon & Schuster Books for Young Readers, 2012. 
• Maggie Stiefvater, The Raven Boys. Scholastic, 2012. 
• Elizabeth Wein, Code Name Verity. Disney/Hyperion, 2012. 

 
***2014 SCBWI MEMBER GRANTS*** 

 
Need financial help to complete your current project? Look no further.  
Note: Applicants may only apply to one SCBWI grant per calendar year. For more 
information, visit https://www.scbwi.org/awards/  
 
WORK-IN-PROGRESS GRANTS 

• Five grants are available: General Work-in-Progress Grant, Grant for Young 
Adult Fiction, Nonfiction Research Grant, Grant for Work from a Multi-
Cultural/Minority Perspective, and Grant for Work for an Unpublished Author. 

• Each category has a winner, receiving $2,000, and a runner-up receiving $500. 
• Applications must be submitted electronically March 1-31. 

 
BARBARA KARLIN GRANT 

• Aspiring picture book writers, unpublished and not under contract, can apply for 
this grant. The Grant is available to full and associate SCBWI members who are 
not previously published and who do not have a picture book under contract. 

• Applications from March 1-31. 
 
DON FREEMAN MEMORIAL GRANT-IN-AID 

• Established for picture book artists who intend to make picture books their chief 
contribution to the field of children’s literature. 

• One grant of $2,000 is awarded to the winner, with a runner-up receiving $500. 
• Applications must be received no earlier than March 1 and received no later than 

March 31.  
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KAREN AND PHILIP CUSHMAN LATE BLOOMER AWARD  

• For authors/illustrators fifty years of age and older who have not been 
traditionally published in the children’s literature field.  

• Grant of $500 and free tuition to any SCBWI conference anywhere in the world.  
• Applications from March 1-31. 

 
***CONFERENCES*** 

 
SCBWI 2014 WINTER CONFERENCE   
When: Feb. 21-23, 2014  
Where: Grant Hyatt in New York City   
Cost: Regular Registration (after January 20): $435 – SCBWI Members, $535 – 
Nonmembers (early bird registration rates available until Jan. 20) 
For more information: visit https://www.scbwi.org/events/15th-annual-scbwi-winter-
conference-in-new-york/ 
 
NIU 34th ANNUAL CHILDREN’S LITERATURE CONFERENCE   
What: Inspiring with Literature   
When: March 14, 2014, 7:30 a.m. – 4:40 p.m.   
Where: Holmes Student Center, Northern Illinois University, DeKalb   
Cost: $129 (early bird registration no later than Feb. 15) or $149 (after Feb. 15). NIU 
Alumni rate is $119 early bird, or $139 after Feb. 15. Includes handbook, breakfast, 
lunch, and all sessions.   
Details: Speakers include Tom Lichtenheld, Tiffony Jacobs, Joyce Moyer Hostetter, 
Sherri Duskey Rinker, and Thom Barthelmess.  
For more information: visit 
http://www.cedu.niu.edu/oep/conferences/childrenslit/index.shtml 
 
2014 IRC (ILLINOIS READING COUNCIL) CONFERENCE   
When: March 13-15, 2014   
Where: Springfield, Illinois   
Cost: $190 for IRC members, $265 for nonmembers. Discounted rates available for IRC 
retirees, pre-service teachers, and early registration (before February 1, 2014). 
Details: Join dozens of authors, including Mary Pope Osborne, Dan Gutman, James 
Patterson, and Jon Scieszka, for the weekend as they celebrate the theme “Building 
Bridges to Literacy.” 
 For more information: visit http://www.illinoisreadingcouncil.org/conference.html 
 
Dana Wilson Easley writes MG and YA novels. She is co-rep of the SCBWI-Illinois 
LaGrange-Naperville network and Managing Editor of the Prairie Wind. 
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Third	  Annual	  SCBWI	  Spring	  Thaw	  	  
 
Ahoy authors and illustrators! 
 
Mark your calendars for the 3rd annual SCBWI Spring Thaw Conference. Plan on joining 
us May 3, 2014, aboard the S.S. Columbia, a restored icebreaker docked on Lake 
Michigan. This year’s half-day workshop will focus on craft for picture book writers and 
novelists. 
 
We’ve hooked a big fish, Liz Garton Scanlon, for our PB writers. And we will announce 
our fabulous novelist once we reel ’em in. 
 
For now, block off the day and man your telescopes so you don’t miss future 
announcements. 
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Why	  Writing	  Is	  So	  Scary—And	  What	  You	  Can	  Do	  About	  It	  
 

By	  M.	  Molly	  Backes	  	  
 
Writer Mark Baechtel once told me, “If you’re not scared when you’re writing, you’re 
not working hard enough. You must be enormously afraid. But keep going.” I 
scribbled his words in my journal so I wouldn’t forget them. Later, I copied them onto 
another sheet of paper and hung them above my computer, as a reminder and a 
challenge. Sometimes I found them soothing: It’s okay to be afraid. Keep going. Other 
times, they were demanding: Are you pushing far enough? Going deep enough? Taking 
on enough? 
 
Years later, I discovered this quote, from John Irving: “If you don’t feel that you are 
possibly on the edge of humiliating yourself, of losing control of the whole thing, 
then probably what you are doing isn’t very vital. If you don’t feel like you are 
writing somewhat over your head, why do it? If you don’t have some doubt of 
your authority to tell this story, then you are not trying to tell enough.” 
 
Again, I wrote it out on a notecard and hung it over my desk, where it could challenge 
me every day. Are you trying to tell enough? Do you feel like you’re teetering on the 
precipice? 
 
These questions haunt me as I write. I am constantly pushing myself to tell more, to dig 
deeper, to keep going in the face of that incredible fear. And I am almost always afraid. 
 
Why Is It So Hard?  
 
We spend our lives developing strategies to deal with our most powerful emotions, our 
most primal urges. We build walls to contain our own demons, and we establish 
boundaries for ourselves to protect us from our own deepest longings and fears. We find 
ways to avoid getting swept away by our own anger and grief. We learn to be polite. We 
learn that if we don’t have something nice to say, we probably shouldn’t say anything at 
all. We learn to look on the bright side of things, to put on a brave face, to smile in the 
face of adversity, to keep a stiff upper lip. We learn that some things aren’t discussed in 
polite company, that every family has its skeletons in the closet and they’re best left 
alone in the darkness. We learn to equate silence with safety, for ourselves and for those 
we love. We learn not to ask questions. We learn restraint. 
 
Part of what makes writing so scary is it asks us to let the demons out of their cages for 
a few hours, and we fear we may never get them back in. Writing asks us to go into the 
darkest, scariest parts of our own emotional selves and come back with a few 
paragraphs of unvarnished truth. Writing demands that we stop biting our tongues, that 
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we look straight into all of life’s ugliness and sorrow and horror and report back on what 
we see there, in honest and unflinching detail, without sugar coating or silver lining. 
Writing makes us ask the questions we’ve been trained never to ask, and to share the 
answers when we find them. Writing wants us to spill the secrets we carry, our own and 
those we’ve kept for others. Writing pushes us to stand in the ocean of our own grief and 
anger and fear and despair and insignificance and powerlessness and love and regret, 
and makes no promises that we won’t get swept away in the process.  
 
Face the Fear (And Write It Anyway) 
  
The arsenal of strategies you’ve developed to help deal with your emotions and keep 
your secrets is exactly what stands between you and a good day of writing. As a writer, 
the fiercest battle you’ll fight will be with yourself. To be successful in the long term, you 
have to become allies with your own brain. Pay attention to the subjects that scare you. 
Be gentle with yourself—writing is hard enough without negative self-talk.  
 
Outwrite the Gatekeepers 
 
I’m always telling my writing students that your subconscious mind is way smarter than 
your conscious mind. Your subconscious mind is where you build dreams, create 
imagery, make connections, and develop symbols and metaphors. One of the best ways 
to sneak around the conscious mind and let the subconscious mind guide the story is to 
write fast. Outwrite the editorial voice, the critical voice, the voice that says you won’t be 
able to pull this off. Write fast and don’t question what comes to the page—you’ll have 
plenty of time to ask questions in your next draft!  
 
Forge a Familiar Path 
 
It never gets easy. It’s not supposed to. But if you go back every day, you forge a path 
that you can follow again the next day, so at least you’re not fighting yourself so hard to 
get there. Even if you sit with your story for just fifteen minutes a day, merely touching 
base with your story will help you to stay grounded in the world you’re building, and help 
your imagination to stay focused on unspooling the story. Stay away too long and not 
only will you start to lose your grip on that thread, but also you’ll create space for your 
critical brain to step in and start asking questions about the worth of the story, its 
potential, whether it’s a waste of your time, whether you can pull it off. (And when these 
questions come, as they will, simply acknowledge that your critical brain has some 
opinions and promise to give it time to ask them—after you finish this draft!)  
 
Above all else, keep writing. Finish the draft. Give yourself permission to be afraid, and 
write anyway. Because if you’re not scared when you’re writing, you’re not working hard 
enough. You must be enormously afraid. But keep going. 
 
M. Molly Backes is the author of The Princesses of Iowa (Candlewick, 2012). Follow her 
on twitter at @mollybackes. 
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The	  Invisible	  Path:	  Design	  as	  Experience	  
 

By	  Laura	  Nyman	  Montenegro	  
 
I am sitting in the waiting room of the dentist’s office. A young girl sits across from me 
holding a large picture book on her lap. The book is open to a full double spread of a 
glorious green pond. A frog sits on a lily pad, smiling. I watch the girl’s eyes as they 
move slowly, deliberately, across the page, in and around, over, under, from left to right, 
then back again, following an invisible path through the picture.  
 
Wait. Following an invisible path through the picture? What invisible path? 
 
Do our eyes follow set routes across our pages? As picture book artists do we 
unknowingly design our pages to create such an effect? What happens when we put 
images together in a sequence? How does the arrangement of those many pages 
become a continuous flow of experience? Is there something inherent in our pictures that 
makes a reader turn the page? Or linger? Does a particularly engaging composition hold 
the reader for a moment more? Are our pictures responsible for the rhythms of the story, 
for the pace of the reader’s forward travel through the book? 
 
In his fascinating and brilliant book Words About Pictures: The Narrative Art of Children’s 
Picture Books, Perry Nodelman asserts that “picture books have unique rhythms, unique 
conventions of shape and structure, a unique body of narrative techniques.” He points 
out that we tend to read pictures from left to right, as we have learned to read print. And 
we tend to assume a chronological order within individual pictures that has a profound 
effect on their storytelling capabilities; we assume that time moves as our eyes move, 
from left to right.  
 
But, Nodelman says, “our tendency to read pictures from left to right has other effects 
also.” He says, “In a discussion of how pictures seem quite different if we reverse them 
photographically and look at their mirror images, Mercedes Gaffron suggests that we 
conventionally look at pictures in terms of ‘a certain fixed path which we seem normally 
to follow within the picture space.’ (Gaffron p. 316) Gaffron calls that path the ‘glance 
curve’ and suggests that it moves from the left foreground back around the picture space 
to the right background. Because we look first at the left foreground, we tend to place 
ourselves in that position and to identify with the objects or figures located there: ‘we not 
only feel that the objects represented here are near to us, but also that they have greater 
importance to us. People represented here belong to our side in the figurative sense of 
the term, in contrast to the people on the right side.’ (Gaffron p. 321) In fact the 
protagonists of many picture books—the characters we are asked to identify with—do 
tend to appear on the left more often than not.” (Nodelman p. 135) 
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Furthermore, in his discussion of the unique composition of picture book images, 
Nodelman says, “Indeed, because no single picture in a picture book is complete, most 
such pictures actually violate the usual principles of unified visual composition. Their 
purpose is to show just one part of a continuing action, a moment of tension and 
imbalance; and pictures can most successfully convey such information by diverging 
from conventionally balanced visual patterns in such a way that they attract attention to 
their most obviously imbalanced parts. Since stories characteristically achieve a state of 
balance only at the end, and only by moving beyond the disruptions and tensions that 
constitute their plots, it is often only the last picture in a picture book, the one depicting 
the resolution, that satisfies traditional ideas of balanced composition.” (Nodelman p. 
126) 
 
Remarkably, we as picture book artists do all of this intuitively. We do not analyze as we 
create our pages. We listen to the book we are making, as it tells us what to do, letting 
one image give us its ideas for the next and the next and the next. We build our books 
organically, letting the composition of our pages unfold.  
 
No less remarkable than this is the experience of our readers, who travel from one end 
of the picture book to the other, following these visual paths, exploring, lingering, racing, 
living completely inside the experience of the book.  
 
It is design that creates experience. Hold a picture book in your hands in which this 
“unique body of narrative techniques” is actively at play. Let your eyes travel across the 
page. Experience the movement, the dynamics, the direction, the rhythm. 
 
And then marvel at the magic of this complex art form.  
 
EXERCISES  
 
Exercise 1. Put your finger on a large double spread in a picture book. As you let your 
eye travel around the page, trace the eye’s path with your finger. Notice the forward 
movement as your eye travels from left to right. This may be different for you if you come 
from a culture in which reading direction is the opposite, from right to left. Indeed, as 
Joseph Schwarcz suggests in The Ways of the Illustrator, we seem to learn pictorial 
direction in relation to the direction of the language we know. (Schwarcz p. 30)  
 
Still looking at the double spread, prepare to turn the page. Where do your fingers touch 
the page? In the upper-right-hand corner of the right-hand page? Is there anything visual 
in the illustration that might cue this turn? What is it? 
 
Exercise 2. As you are making your illustrations for your book dummies, arrange them in 
order on the wall, so that you can see them as a sequence of images. Does each picture 
flow into the one after it? Do you experience a directional movement as you look at this 
sequence? Is the directional movement to the right? Interestingly, Nodelman points out 
that “characters frequently move to the left when the story suggests that their progress is 
impeded.” Begin to notice directional movement when you look at picture books. 
 
Exercise 3. Write a passage or fragment of a story. Transpose this to the page by typing 
it the opposite way that you are accustomed to, i.e., if you normally read and write from 
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left to right, write out your text from right to left. Create an illustration that also follows this 
right to left direction. Now read the following sentence from right to left just for the fun of 
it. 
(.form art beautiful and complex a are books Picture) What do you experience? 
 
 
Exercise 4. Experience movement, dynamics, direction and rhythm in the following 
picture book images. Note that the glance curve as well as objects placed in the upper-
right-hand corner of pages was not planned and was discovered to be present upon 
analysis of the finished art. 
 
Experience the ‘glance curve’ in the double spread below. From A Bird About to Sing by 
Laura Nyman Montenegro.  
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Stairs leading up to the blue door on the upper right of the double spread direct one’s 
eye to where one will grasp the page in order to turn it. From A Bird About to Sing by 
Laura Nyman Montenegro. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Another example of implied direction. The escaping bird directs your eye to the upper-
right-hand corner of the page. From A Poet’s Bird Garden by Laura Nyman Montenegro 
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The	  Perfect	  Book	  
 

By	  Juliet	  C.	  Bond	  
 
I read a lot of books. Er, a lot—like two to three a week.  
 
And I’ve always wondered why a particular book connects with one reader and not 
another. For book lovers, this sort of thing matters. We often recognize kindred souls 
though a story we loved—no, loved is too soft a word—worshiped? Revered? Drooled 
and wept over? You know what I mean. 
 
I came across a quote recently that summed this up:  
 
Seeing someone reading a book you love is seeing a book recommend a person. 
 
I thought about this quote when I took my thirteen-year-old daughter to see Catching 
Fire, a few weeks ago. The entire theater was filled with girls (and a few boys) wearing 
costumes to imitate characters, sporting the mockingjay pin and wearing their hair in 
long side-swept braids. The kids laughed and chatted with strangers, shared their 
popcorn and cracked inside jokes about the story.  
 
The room was less a theater than a community. 
 
What is it about certain books that inspires such adoration? Maybe it takes a 
combination of a voice that a reader recognizes, or wisdom that rings true because it 
reflects something similar in the reader’s life. This is true for fiction, but it may be even 
more important in nonfiction texts, which are generally meant to teach something about a 
subject or a person. 
 
Just like fictional stories, writing texts can soar or fall flat depending on the audience. For 
me, some have been helpful, others completely useless, imparting conflicting advice and 
ambiguous instruction. And I’ve come across portentous voices that seem to imply that 
most other authors suck, should keep their day jobs and stop gumming up the publishing 
world with their ridiculous drivel. 
 
Flannery O’Connor wrote, “Everywhere I go, I am asked if I think university stifles writers. 
My opinion is that it doesn't stifle enough of them.” 
 
Christopher Hitchens said, “Everybody does have a book in them, but in most cases 
that's where it should stay.” 
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That kind of open hostility is, of course, the exception. Mostly, I find that writers in this 
genre like to share success stories, warn writers away from common mistakes and 
provide examples of the best in kidlit. That’s a great formula, which was both 
enlightening and motivating the first time I came across it, and I even enjoyed the 
experience of having it reinforced in other books. But I eventually matured as a writer 
and needed meatier content in my texts. 
 
So yeah, I appreciated Steven King’s dire warnings about the evils of adverbs and 
enjoyed Neil Gaiman’s directive to “make good art” (vague, but vaguely inspiring). And I 
agreed when Walter Mosley told me to "let the lawn get shaggy and the paint peel from 
the walls," while I sit my ample arse in my chair and write. 
 
But none of that was concrete enough to really help me suss out the mess I’d made of 
my novel’s sorry, weak and limping plot.  
 
I stopped buying books about writing for about a year because none of them worked for 
me. Then one day, while rushing through the library, I stumbled past the writing section. I 
grabbed three books based solely on their titles. They were free and I needed something 
to jolt me out of an ugly period of sneering at my computer as I added pages of blather to 
a novel I’d originally skipped around the house singing about. 
 
I don’t remember two of the titles I picked up that day but I discovered a gem in the third, 
Judy K. Morris’s Writing Fiction for Children. It’s an older book by writing text standards 
(2001). And in a business where the Internet, self-publishing and weak book sales are 
changing the landscape every day, the publication date of an instructional text matters. 
But Judy K. writes about craft rather than business so her content isn’t remotely out of 
date.  
 
I hoped to find and interview her, but the author herself has no webpage to peruse, no 
Wikipedia bio, and her other titles, Nightwalkers, The Crazies & Sam and Kid Who Ran 
for Principal are even older than her writing manual. There is a bio on her publisher’s 
site, which states that she works at The Writer’s Center in Bethesda, MD but I checked 
their website and she isn’t listed as staff currently. Erm, I even Googled obituaries. No 
luck. 
 
So, if you are out there, Judy K., I have something to say. 
 
I LOVE your book.  
 
I use it in my writing classes at StoryStudio Chicago. I recommend it to friends and have 
marked up every page of this fabulous tome! While you seem to have been ignored by 
every “best of” list I could find, you are a master communicator, a brilliant developer of 
useful tasks and a gal who can organize information in ways writers can navigate with 
ease. In short, I appreciate you. Maybe I even love you a little because you have 
provided me with more ah-ha moments than any other workshop, book or instructor 
before you. 
 
Here’s why you are a total rock star, Judy K.: 
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1. You include examples, yes. But you also explain why the examples worked and 
how I can apply their model to my own writing. 

2. You provide writing exercises that are unique and fun. 
3. You include quotes (I love me some quotes) to keep me motivated. 
4. Your chapters are divided into useful topics and I can jump around as needed 

throughout the text.  
 
Plus, you give great advice. For example, here you provide a checklist for any novel: 
 

The child reader’s satisfaction in a story comes from many elements; a 
provocative beginning; an interesting setting; an active, empathetic main 
character; pleasurable incidents; interesting words; a lively plot with 
unexpected—but no false—turns; a carefully prepared climax; a sense 
that the resolution is as it should be; a consistent, trustworthy voice; 
smoothness in the narrative process; an absence of preaching; and 
beneath it all something at stake that matters. (p. 5) 

 
You’re right, if I use this simple paragraph for my revisions, my novel is going to be pretty 
good, Judy K.  
 
Sometimes, as emerging writers, we receive counsel several times in varied ways before 
the idea is articulated in a manner that works for one’s own singular and special brain. 
For instance, when Joy Neaves drew a lovely diagram and instructed me (in a Highlights 
Founder’s workshop) to make certain I had action/reaction for each character choice, I 
didn’t get it. I turned that diagram over in my head for years before Judy K. wrote,  
 

People make choices and act because they are motivated to do so, and 
their actions have consequences for the people involved…Since I learned 
that lesson I have recast beginning-middle-end as motivation-
choice/action-consequence. (p.22) 

 
Isn’t that wonderfully clear? It made me think back to Catching Fire where every single 
choice Katniss makes is clearly set off by an inciting incident, driving the story forward 
and gripping the reader in its delicious fists. 
 
Writing Fiction for Children deserves a community of followers as wide and committed as 
those teens who wore matching hairstyles and shared their popcorn with each other in 
the movie theater a few weeks ago. I hope you read it and love it as much as I did. But if 
you don’t, that’s okay—maybe another book speaks to you in the voice you need to 
hear. 
 
Meanwhile, I wonder how Judy K. wears her hair…  
 
Juliet Bond is the author of short stories, middle grade, young adult novels and one play. 
Her picture book, Sam’s Sister, has sold over 50,000 copies. Juliet has worked with 
Caldecott-winning author Jane Yolen and Newberry winners Joyce Sidman and Richard 
Peck. She is represented by the Jennie Dunham agency and teaches at Columbia 
College and StoryStudio Chicago. 
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What	  the	  Moon	  Said	  Weaves	  Heart	  into	  Story	  
 

By	  Jodell	  Sadler	  
 
When I opened the covers to read an ARC of What the Moon Said, by Gayle Rosengren, 
I was immediately in awe of the pacing—it’s impeccable. Looking closely at how 
Rosengren moves story and readers with gentle ease and her main character’s deep, 
heart-felt desire, I knew this was a story worth reviewing. When it comes to pacing, What 
the Moon Said serves as a reminder that writers really can write to thrill readers: she 
moves characterization from the inside out, moves readers into a character’s deepest, 
darkest desires, and moves characters (and readers) through tough challenges that 
allow the heart of a story to surface. 
 
Move characterization from the inside out.  
 
Readers experience story ‘live’ with Rosengren’s main character, Esther, as each scene 
and each moment becomes a performance. A lot can happen at a quicker, swifter pace, 
when inner and outer characterization happen simultaneously.  
 
On a macro level, pacing is enhanced by really honing in on specifics, rhythm, repetition, 
and literary devices that move the reader line by line through the lavish details of story. 
It’s not about heavy imagery or description. It’s about crafting a delicate tapestry that 
readers crave. It’s about voice uniting with the soul of a main character to become an 
intimate journey into character that allows the pages to disappear and the experience to 
surface. It’s also about great lines with active verbs that help something ordinary feel 
unique. “The minute hand crawled around the kitchen clock.” 
 
So often, I find that I don’t go far enough, or I’m not playful enough, when I write. I have 
to remind myself that writing strong means letting go and trusting the rhythm of story to 
capture a reader’s attention, but at the same time it’s about knowing what to leave on the 
cutting room floor or replace by specifics and detail along with a rich musicality of 
language. Rosengren does this well in What the Moon Said. 
 
Readers meet Esther on the first page, as she reveals her relationship with her sisters 
and broadcasts her deepest fear: her mother doesn’t love her. Esther decides that if she 
could only experience love, receive a small kiss on the cheek like her BFF Shirley 
receives from her mother or a warm hug like Ma gives her brother and sisters, her life 
would be perfect. “If only Ma would hug her and say, ‘It will be alright.’”  
 
She longs for love more than anything and prays Ma will change. She wishes on first 
stars, on chicken wishbones, on a penny she finds, on a four leaf clover, and even “with 
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all her might on her birthday candles.” When she tries to throw her arms around her 
mother’s waistline, she is met with stiff rejection.  
 
As readers come to understand the complexity of Esther’s relationship with her mother, 
immediately another obstacles plunks down before her. Esther learns that she will move 
away from her second-oldest sister, Julia, whom she is closest to. Julia is most like her 
and definitely not the realist her mother and Violet (her third–oldest sister) are, for Esther 
and Julia enjoy creative, imaginative play. They understand each other. Esther faces 
leaving the comforts of the big city to embrace life on a Wisconsin farm without Julia, and 
they both must resort to letter writing to remain connected. But so often writers can do so 
much more by exploring the negative space in their writing, and Rosengren does this 
well:  
 

Esther hugged Margaret [her doll] tighter. She didn’t want to say goodbye 
to Julia. Julia was the sister she was closest to, even if Violet was nearer 
to her in age. She and Violet were very different. Violet didn’t love books. 
She didn’t enjoy school. She didn’t like animals. And she didn’t pretend 
things in her head the way Esther did. 
 “What’s the point?” Violet would say. And Esther didn’t know how 
to explain the magic of pretending. Julia understood without explaining. 

 
Move readers into a character’s deepest, darkest desires.  
 
Esther’s spirit skips across the landscape of each page and chapter. Rosengren moves 
her readers from the theater to the laundry, where Esther learns her father has just lost 
his job, and into the reality of how this will affect her world. Each page becomes her 
landscape, and moments of story move like a scene in a movie script the reader fully 
participates in. On the farm, comfort will be replaced by a home without electricity, indoor 
plumbing, warm water, or local library. Readers cringe at this hardship for Esther, yet 
Esther holds on to hope and embraces this as an adventure. She simply hopes she’ll be 
able to have all the animals she’s always wanted in her new home.  
 
Ma remains a strong secondary character, who does change a bit as they come onto the 
farm but remains extremely superstitious. She sees signs that warn her things may not 
be quite right or might go wrong, and, for the most part, Esther relies on this. When 
Esther finds a stray dog, she is surprised Ma allows it to stay. From then on, Esther’s 
hope that Ma has changed heightens. She even finds a new best friend: Bethany 
Klause.  
 
Suddenly another superstitious conflict surfaces as Ma sees a sign in Bethany, a mark 
on her face. “‘You will stay away from that Klause girl from now on,’ she said. ‘Because 
she is marked,’ Ma said. ‘It is dangerous to be near her.’” Rosengren weaves such a fine 
tapestry of story that readers cannot help but go through the paces with Esther as she 
begins to think Ma must be wrong about this one thing. Esther thinks Bethany is good 
and kind and sees no signs that bad things happen around her. Bethany is happy in a 
happy family and this all points to good things. So Esther hides this friendship and 
shares half-truths. She claims she will go pick raspberries and simply leaves out the part 
about doing this with Bethany at her house. This works well until little brother Walter 
discloses that she remains friends with Bethany, and Ma demands she break it off.  
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Move characters through tough challenges to allow the heart of story to the 
surface.  
 
Esther begins a life of solitude. She stays in for recess, no longer joins in games, and 
relies on doll tea parties for fun. And readers are deep in the character at this point, 
completely feeling her plight. 
 
Soon after the harvest, Esther learns that food is scarcer than scarce. Ma sees a sign 
that marks a change is upon them. Thanksgiving arrives and they gather with other 
families—even the Klause family— at the church to celebrate. Esther sits watching the 
other girls’ fun and suddenly chokes. Bethany is the one to notice and screams, “Help! 
Someone help Esther!” Bethany’s pa steps in to rescue her. “Esther was embarrassed to 
think Mr. Klause had turned her upside down. Wesley and everyone else must have 
seen her underwear!” 
 
Ma shifts her thinking. “I was wrong about the mark,” she said. “She is a good girl.” And 
because something so wonderful could come out of this night, Esther feels life is good 
again.  
 
Rosengren develops her rich tapestry of story using dialogue and epistolary devices to 
bring the reader into the page as her plotting presents perfect timing for new issues and 
obstacles. Harvest comes. Esther pitches in selling nuts by the roadside, and one day 
Ma steps out of the kitchen to gather more firewood with Walter and leaves Esther in 
charge of watching dinner.  
 
Ma returns. “Nu! Esther!” Instantly, Esther smells something burning. Supper! And 
Esther experiences Ma’s full rage. “Esther went on trembling legs and gathered Margaret 
in her arms. She had never seen Ma so angry—not even the day she’d found out Esther 
was still friends with Bethany. Then her anger had been mixed with sadness. This time it 
was anger through and through. What was she going to do with Margaret?” 
 
Ma tears Margaret from Esther’s grasp and flings her into the garbage pail. “That night, 
Esther soaked her pillow with wave after wave of tears.” She completely fills with the 
realization that she must not be loved. 
 

Esther had to hug the terrible truth to herself. She had to face it once and 
for all—a truth that no amount of wishing or words would ever change. It 
wasn’t just that Ma didn’t love Esther as much as other children. Ma didn’t 
love Esther at all. If she did, she could never have done what she’d done 
to Margaret. 

 
The next day, she can barely stand being in the same room as Ma. She stays in her 
room mostly, and when Walter wanders in to fetch her for lunch, she suddenly has a 
pain in her stomach and feels feverish.  
 
Ma and Pa drop everything and race Esther to the hospital where she must have an 
operation on her appendix. The doctors claim she is malnourished and encourage Ma to 
send her home where she will eat well. This incident mirrors Esther’s feelings for Ma. 
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There’s a bit of a mix. Esther wants to stay forever on the farm; she wants to leave. She 
doesn’t want to lose her dog but doesn’t want to miss the opportunity to return to 
Chicago and see Julia and her oldest sister, Kate, and the new baby, her nephew.  
 
Although I dare not say more, readers of What the Moon Said will follow Esther to the 
end because she’s a well-crafted and loving girl the reader comes to care a great deal 
about. The writer places the reader in scene and presents believable landscapes and 
experiences that bring her to life. Rosengren, beyond a doubt, paces this story well and 
really thrills her readers. Rosengren moves the characterization in her story from the 
inside out, moves readers deep into Esther’s desires, and presents tough challenges 
that allow the heart of her story to surface. Readers and writers alike will be moved as 
they journey over the many pages of her landscape. Reader will also be delighted by the 
activities, discussions, family albums and games on the author’s website at 
http://www.gaylerosengren.com. 
 
Jodell Sadler earned her MFA from Hamline University, continues to study pacing and its 
impact on the movement of story, and remains open to submissions as a literary agent 
at Sadler Children’s Literary: http://www.sadlerchildrensliterary.com. 
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Out	  of	  the	  Shadows:	  What	  I	  Learned	  from	  Life	  in	  the	  ICU	  
 

By	  Carol	  Coven	  Grannick	  
 
Bravery has never been one of my strengths. 
 
I’m not talking about bungee jumping, mountain climbing or extreme sports, although 
you’d never have caught me in that crowd at any age. 
 
I’m talking about the fear of putting myself forward that resides in the shadows of 
childhood, the ones that no longer shout and scream, but still whisper. Not good enough. 
Not smart enough. You’re ‘less-than’ us and always will be.  
 
I could call myself an introvert and leave it at that, accepting and being gentle with 
myself about my limitations.  
 
But the knowledge that I hold myself back nags at me. I know the voices of the shadows 
are mine to dispense with. The information in them is either untrue or out of my control 
and has nothing to do with who I am, to myself or to others. 
 
So I’ve worked hard to set them aside, because they impact certain life situations and 
certain aspects of my writing life. I can’t be the kind of person I want to be—social, 
involved, intellectually active—let alone be a writer who wants to see her work published, 
without taking risks that are difficult for me. Without stirring the shadows. 
 
So from time to time I screw up my courage and leap or push or wind my way through 
the fear that someone will be offended, indifferent, disgusted. Who do you think you are? 
I could feel it the way I’d felt it all my life. Go away—you don’t belong. 
 
I will push myself to attend a conference where I don’t know anyone, send a submission 
to an editor who doesn’t accept unsolicited work but wants exactly the kind of piece I 
have written, sink into a writing session that triggers deep, unsettling feelings and stay 
there, writing for short and very difficult periods of time.  
 
This takes huge amounts of energy. Still, I wasn’t harsh with myself, and accepted this 
vulnerable area of my self. Everyone has limitations, after all, and this was mine. 
 
And then I found myself spending all of my waking hours in a critical care ICU, with my 
husband who could not speak for himself and whose life was in the balance after a 
simple-turned-complicated open heart surgery. 
 
After two days and sleepless nights spent in the waiting room and the ICU, I planted 
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myself mostly in my husband’s room so that I could make it clear on a daily basis that I 
was and am advocate, communicator, researcher, protector.  
 
All my strengths, inborn or learned, helped me in my roles: critical thinking, perspective, 
persistence, integrity, vitality, love, kindness, social/emotional intelligence, leadership, 
prudence, self-regulation, gratitude, hope, and even spirituality. All helped me find 
language, attitude, energy that could keep my husband safe and optimize possibilities for 
recovery.  
 
But I also needed something else. 
 
I observed the doctors coming by that first morning at six. “The Whisperers,” I called 
them. They stood outside the door and spoke softly about my husband, then moved on.  
 
The next morning I walked to the doorway where they stood and listened. When they 
finished and hadn’t yet acknowledged my presence, I introduced myself, let them know 
what I needed (information) and began to ask questions. I did the same each morning at 
six. Gradually their body language included me in the group. 
 
The next week a new team stopped outside the room, looked in and saw but did not 
acknowledge me, and closed the sliding glass door. I hopped up from my chair and 
planted myself in my usual position —outside the room, in the group of doctors. “Are you 
joining us?” the attending physician asked. I smiled and nodded. “Yes. I am.” 
 
For three weeks I worked hard each day using all the skills I knew. I was able to 
communicate and convince the doctors that they needed to respect and respond to my 
needs. I was my husband’s voice, heart, mind.  
 
Staying on the periphery was simply too dangerous. 
 
And three weeks into the journey, I realized that I’d completely overcome my inhibitions. 
I’d become brave without even thinking about it! No shame, no worry, no hesitation. No 
shadows, no doubt, no conflict. Equal to anything and anyone.  
 
I’d left the shadows behind with no repercussions other than an immense sense of 
strength, vitality and even power. 
 
I have no doubt I will carry this new bravery with me into my writing life and my life in 
general.  
 
Today as I write this and help my husband on his way to recovery, reveling in my own 
instant “cure” as well, I can say with certainty: there’s nothing like almost losing 
everything to move us past the baggage of childhood without a second thought.  
 
And I know now that there’s nothing—nothing really—so scary about leaving it all out on 
the table. 
 
Carol Coven Grannick writes poetry, picture books, middle grade fiction, and personal 
essays. Integrating her writing with her expertise as a clinical social worker, she offers 
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consultation and workshops for writers, writers’ groups and conferences on the 
teachable skills that build and maintain resilience and a flourishing life. She currently 
blogs at: http://TodayIAmAWriter.blogspot.com and can be reached at: 
carolgrannick@gmail.com. 
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Marketing	  via	  the	  New	  SCBWI	  Website	  
 

By	  Dana	  Wilson	  Easley	  
 
Hopefully, you have had an opportunity to check out the new SCBWI website that 
launched in the fall of 2013, scbwi.org. SCBWI has designed many of the features of 
the website to help authors and illustrators promote their work. Several existing features 
have been revamped, and great new state-of-the-art promotional opportunities have 
been created. With the aggregation of state websites under the national website 
umbrella, Illinois members can now reach even more potential readers—and purchasers. 
 
Members can now post their books for sale on the new online Member Bookstore. The 
Bookstore offers browsers the opportunity to search by genre, topic, title, author or 
illustrator, or publisher. You can even search by region, so we can easily support our 
local Illinois authors and illustrators! In addition to a synopsis, the book description can 
include trailers as well as reviews and links to other books by the same author or 
illustrator. Once shoppers narrow down the search to a book in which they are 
interested, they have the opportunity to link directly to booksellers right from the book’s 
page for easy shopping. 
 
Illustrators will love the ability to promote their work through the newly redesigned 
Illustrator Gallery. As with the Bookstore, browsers have the opportunity to narrow their 
search, in this instance by illustrator, art medium, art style, topic, or region. Users can 
browse illustrators’ online portfolios and get more information about the artists, including 
links to their websites. This is a terrific way for illustrators to promote their work 
nationally since it will be widely available for review by authors, editors, and agents. 
 
SCBWI members can also take advantage of the benefits of the new Speaker’s Bureau 
to offer speaking engagements or to seek a speaker. Speakers can use this Bureau to 
describe the programs they offer to connect with potential clients. Interested users can 
identify potential speakers for schools, libraries, meetings, or other functions by factors 
such as geographical location, topic, age group, and whether speakers are willing to do 
Skype visits. And this listing isn’t limited to authors and illustrators. It also includes 
editors and agents—a helpful aid for planning workshops, conferences, and network 
meetings. 
 
Yet another way that SCBWI is offering members the opportunity to promote their craft is 
with the Member Blog portion of the website. SCBWI members can list their blog and 
provide hyperlinks under this heading of the website. In this way, members have the 
chance for more promotional exposure at a national level by reaching more potential 
readers of their blogs. 
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One of the most exciting new features of the website, which is scheduled to become 
available this month, is the ability to throw Virtual Book Launch Parties. These online 
book launches have the potential to reach many more readers and fans (as well as 
purchasers) than traditional brick and mortar establishment book launches.  
 
Authors and illustrators can design a book launch party page using ten different available 
design template options on the SCBWI website. These vibrant template options include 
a wide variety of colors, interactive decorations, and fonts from which to choose to make 
your launch page sing and capture the attention of readers and fans.  
 
In addition to the traditional book synopsis and publishing details, authors and illustrators 
can provide contact information, appearance schedules, and biographies, as well as 
links to their own websites. The book launch page can also include “look-inside” book 
previews where readers can browse a sample of the book online. Click-through book 
sales will be available, using the book launch page to direct purchasers to a commercial 
site to buy the book. 
 
And don’t think that you’ll lose the interactive nature of the physical bookstore launch 
with this virtual one. The launch page can be designed to include live chatting between 
the author or illustrator and “party-goers.” Video and audio options in the page design 
will help authors and illustrators connect with their fans. Furthermore, social media 
opportunities can be linked to the launch pages. 
 
Check out the sample book launch pages available to preview at 
http://www.scbwi.org/online-resources/book-launch-party-pages/  
as well as the many other new and exciting promotional opportunities for SCBWI 
members. 
 
Dana Wilson Easley writes MG and YA novels. She is co-rep of the LaGrange-Naperville 
network and Managing Editor of The Prairie Wind.  
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Editing	  for	  Self-‐Publishers,	  and	  Everyone	  Else	  
 

By	  Michelle	  Sussman	  
 
Editing may be the most controversial topic in self-publishing, which is why I wanted to 
tackle it. I hope this information will be helpful not just to self-publishers (SPs), but to 
every author. After all, every writer must go through the editing process. 
 
SPs have a bad reputation. We write a book and slap it up for sale two minutes after it’s 
done. Right? 
 
Wrong. Let’s assume for a moment that this is a misconception perpetuated by the small 
number of authors who have committed this crime against publishing. In fact, I saw one 
person on Facebook publish her NaNoWriMo novel on December 1. It was also her first 
novel. 
 
Publishing without editing is a rookie mistake. Even the most brilliant authors need to go 
through the editing process. 
 
Where to Begin 
 
Let’s say you’ve finished your manuscript. Editing is the next step. But where do you 
start? 
 
Conventional advice tells you to put the manuscript aside for a period of time. Distance is 
your friend. I couldn’t agree more—but that doesn’t mean you can’t work on your book. 
 
Your next step really hinges on how you write your first draft. If you’re a detailed plotter, 
chances are your book is in better shape than mine when you type The End. I’m a 
pantser and my plot tends to change drastically as I write. Usually I spend the next week 
rewriting the first third of the novel. 
 
Then I outline the chapters. I use Martha Alderson’s book The Plot Whisperer to beat my 
book into submission. At this point, I still haven’t read my book cover to cover. 
 
If your plot is sound, you may feel comfortable putting your book aside for a few days, 
weeks, or months before looking at it again. Once you’re ready, pull it out of the 
proverbial drawer and self-edit to the best of your ability. 
 
That’s when you can put it up for sale on Amazon. 
 
Just kidding. ;) 
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Beta Readers 
 
After you’ve done your first editing pass, it’s time to send your book off to your beta 
readers. Ideally you’ve built up a network of competent authors who are willing to 
savagely rip your manuscript into bloody pieces. It’s time to put on your emotional armor 
because, likely, they will hate the parts you love most. Listen with an objective ear. Think 
like a publisher—not the mom who gave birth to the book over months of writing. Be 
willing to make changes, particularly if multiple betas comment on the same issues. 
 
As an SP, I have to be very choosy about my betas. I don’t send it to any old writing 
friends for a critique. Over the years, I’ve amassed a little army of editors. Through 
critiques, I’ve learned where their strengths lie. Some are phenomenal at story and 
others always find the little things that everyone else misses. Knowing their strengths 
and capitalizing on them helps my work shine. 
 
When your manuscript returns to you, bleeding red and dripping with commentary, take 
every suggestion seriously. Edit your manuscript. Let it sleep. Read it again and make a 
few more changes. 
 
Substantive Editing 
 
The structure experts are next in the editing line. If the structure isn’t sound, readers will 
give up on your book. It could be grammatically correct and have zero typos, but if your 
story isn’t cohesive, no one will like your book. It’s that simple. Often, this is referred to 
as substantive editing. Consistency is the key in this step. 
 
It takes a special person to find these mistakes. Don’t give this task over to someone just 
because she is your best friend. Give it to the person who is right for the job. 
 
After you’ve worked through this draft, which arguably is the longest and most 
complicated part of the editing process, give your book another read through. If you have 
to shelve it for a while again, do it. Some people can gain distance sooner than others. 
 
Copyediting 
 
A lot of people confuse copyediting with proofreading. They are not the same. 
Copyediting is a more detailed analysis of sentence structure and consistency. Often, it 
involves correcting improper grammar and analyzing voice. This is also the step where 
style is tackled. There is a massive difference between a character tic (he scratches his 
nose when he’s nervous) and a writer tic (all the characters scratch their nose when 
they’re nervous). 
 
A great copyeditor will find these subtle style mistakes. Often, what writers claim as a 
style choice is really an inconsistency. Learning, and understanding, the difference can 
change your writing life. 
 
Again, read through your book after making corrections. It’s okay to be sick of your book 
at this point. You will come to love it again, I promise. 
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Proofreading 
 
This is an exciting step. It means you’re close to publication. As an SP, I know how 
frustrating it is to publish a book with a mistake. When Anathema came out, it had been 
through full editing, as well as six proofreaders. No one saw “first” instead of “fist” in the 
first chapter. Who found it? My 90-year-old grandpa. (It’s so cute he read my book 
because he hates reading.) I went into full-out panic mode and created a new edition, 
easy for ebook, not so easy or cheap for paperback, to correct it. 
 
Humans are able to read jumbled words. We scan over them easily because our brains 
will rearrange the letters for us. Spellcheck helps to some extent, but it will not find 
mistakes like mine above. That’s why it’s so important to have as many people as 
possible proofread your book before publication. If there are typos after it’s published, 
your readers will be delighted to inform you. Getting annoyed isn’t the solution. Fixing it 
is. 
 
Hiring Editors 
 
If you don’t have friends experienced with professional editing who are willing to help you 
with your manuscript, you need to hire an editor. Over the last few years, editors have 
popped up everywhere. Some of them base their business on the fact that they read a 
book, saw a typo, and had an epiphany that they were born with the ability to edit. 
 
Do not hire those people. They’re glorified proofreaders. If you want to farm out 
proofreading, then by all means, do it, but don’t hire these people for substantive or 
copyediting. 
 
Ask your friends for referrals. Seek out editors with experience in publishing. Evaluate an 
editor’s style by having them do a sample edit of your work or viewing their comments on 
a friend’s manuscript. 
 
Keep in mind that many of the great editors book months in advance. Plan ahead and 
save some money because professional edits aren’t cheap. 
 
Once your book has been edited within an inch of its life, read it again. Slowly. Taking a 
break to refresh yourself every page if you have to. Some authors swear by software that 
reads their book aloud. Others read the book backward. Some mix up the chapters and 
read them out of order. There are a million ways to do this, and with time you’ll find the 
method that works best for you. 
 
Now you can self-publish it. You’ve given it the best chance you can with the tools at 
your disposal. Don’t be afraid to fix mistakes should they crop up—it’s very easy to do in 
e-publishing. Good luck and I wish you many sales! 
 
Recommended editors: 
Jenn Sommersby at Commanaut - http://somberbee.wix.com/jennsommersbyediting 
Anne Victory at Victory Editing - http://www.victoryediting.com/ 
Dani Crabtree - http://www.hedanicreations.net/freelance-editor 
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Michelle Sussman has more than 400 published articles to her credit, as well as 
maintaining a successful self-publishing career under the pen name Megg Jensen. She 
was granted PAL membership in SCBWI for her self-published novels. Reach her at 
www.meggjensen.com or www.facebook.com/meggjensen. 
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Prairie	  Writer’s	  and	  Illustrator’s	  Day	  	  
 

By	  Dawn	  Malone	  
 
The Illinois Chapter of SCBWI hosted a sold-out Prairie Writer’s and Illustrator’s Day at 
Harper College on November 9, 2013, where attendees hoped to make 13 their lucky 
number, referencing this year’s theme. A checklist for the day, according to the 
slideshow playing in the auditorium before the first panel, challenged us to (a) be open to 
new ideas; (b) make connections; (c) get to know the gracious speakers; and finally (d) 
apply new insights to your work-in-progress. 
 
Co-Regional Advisor Lisa Bierman welcomed everyone, noting that many who come to 
the conference for the first time often remark that they’ve “found their people.” She 
introduced fellow committee member Meg Lentz, who shared a hilarious story about our 
beloved friend and SCBWI member Laura Crawford. Laura, who passed away in 
September after a courageous battle with cancer, will always be remembered for her 
sense of humor, talent as a gifted storyteller, and her tireless support of chapter 
members and fellow writers. Lentz’s story also enlightened us about Laura’s intense 
dislike for balloons, which left us laughing, sniffling, and missing our dear friend.  
  
Guest speakers for the day were introduced. These included agent Sarah Davies of the 
Greenhouse Literary Agency; Kristine Brogno, designer director at Chronicle Books; 
Sylvie Frank, associate editor at Paula Wiseman Books, Simon & Schuster; Amy 
Lennex, senior editor at Sleeping Bear Press; Melissa Manlove, editor at Chronicle 
Books; agent Marcia Wernick of Wernick & Pratt Agency, LLC; and Brett Wright, 
associate editor at Bloomsbury Books. 
 
A discussion of the industry followed, with each panelist weighing in on current issues in 
publishing. On the subject of TECHNOLOGY, the question arose about how each house 
addresses the need for digital formats. Manlove said Chronicle’s spring 2013 line was 
the first season that had concurrent releases of e-books. She stressed the importance of 
being familiar with that technology because “that’s a part of the age, but personal 
interaction is very, very important.” Wernick pointed out that there tends to be a “bit of 
hubbub over the technology,” which can be a distraction from the story. “There will be 
digital and print books, so think of your creative inspiration rather than your delivery 
system.”  
 
On TRENDS: Common themes that editors and agents are tired of include missing or 
dead parents; a world without basic needs such as water, oxygen, food; and “hot dead 
guys.” Lennex said, “It’s not so much the themes. You need to make it different from 
what’s been done.”  
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On INDIE BOOK STORES VS. AMAZON: The question of whether independent 
bookstores will make a comeback came up. Are Barnes and Noble and Amazon filling in 
the gaps left by Borders, or will more bookstores pop up? Frank loves indies because 
they give authors publicity through book launches and hand selling. However, she sees 
indies used as “shopping windows” before people order on Amazon. Similarly Lennex 
said publishers “have to embrace Amazon because that’s where people shop.” 
 
On WHAT IT TAKES TO BE PUBLISHED: Several of the panelists considered “having 
patience” as the sign that an author or illustrator truly understands the industry. Lennex 
said, “So many writers want things to happen now after signing the contract.” Wernick 
likened the wait to be published as a race. “It’s not a sprint, it’s really a long-distance run. 
If you think someone has been an ‘overnight success,’ it’s because you don’t know that 
backstory.” She said she spent 2 1/2 years trying to sell rights to Don’t Let the Pigeon 
Drive the Bus. Likewise, Davies said one of her recently sold YA novels was passed on 
by almost two dozen editors. 
 
Davies offered these parting words: “I never forget who I’m working for. It’s usually not 
about the money, it’s about the dream.” 
 
Breakout sessions immediately followed the panel. I attended the session on WRITING 
ACROSS THE GENRES with Wernick. 
 
Each writer keeps their own tool box, she said. There should be three basic tools for a 
story in this box: Character, Voice, and Plot. Wernick advises that writers need to be 
familiar with how each of these components fits into the age group for which they are 
writing. 
 
Wernick said a writer should focus on only one age group early in her career, especially 
if struggling with voice. She pointed out that when readers find a favorite author, they 
look for more work by that author. “If you’re jumping around, the picture book audience 
won’t necessarily want to read a YA.” She said publishers can’t cross-promote, so it’s 
important to build a reputation first before branching out. 
 
Next the working relationship between Manlove and Brogno was highlighted during a 
mini-panel about the EDITOR/ART DIRECTOR RELATIONSHIP.  
 
Factors they consider when matching a writer to an illustrator include whether to use 
quiet or loud, colorful art, and whether to use a high-profile illustrator or an unknown but 
deserving person.  
 
They look at many sources for illustrators. Brogno mentioned a shared Internet book-
marking account, tagging illustrators with key words, like ‘watercolorist,’ ‘quirky,’ etc. 
They look at blogs, blog links, and Etsy. Brogno said, “The Internet is a whole wide world 
and we’re all over it.”  
 
Manlove said show only your best work on your online portfolio. Brogno advised to do 
your homework by looking in bookstores. “Know the format in which you want to work, 
the technical aspects of book structure, pages turns, and picture narrative.”  
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Another round of breakout sessions followed lunch, so I sat in on Wright’s talk about 
COMMON TRAPS TO AVOID IN MG & YA MANUSCRIPTS.  
 
He advised writers to focus on the first several pages. “That’s why pages are numbered. 
We don’t start reading on page 50. We start at page one.” He said beginnings should 
hook us, start in the right place, and plant seeds for the rest of story. 
 
Being a reader of your own work is crucial. He said if you find you’re describing things 
too much, it might be time to cut or tighten. On the flip side, when you get to the heart of 
the story, you need to take your time and make it feel authentic.  
 
Next I attended the breakout session with Davies on WRITING A GREAT THRILLER. 
“This is the breakout session that has dollar signs attached to it,” she joked. Using 
examples from the books she’s represented, Davies highlighted the elements that a 
thriller needs: an exciting premise, a dynamic protagonist, a high-stakes plot, and tight 
and pacy writing. “Thrillers cannot meander. They need to have a very clear sense of 
where the story is going.”  
 
Another mini-panel on the EDITOR/AGENT RELATIONSHIP featuring Davies and 
Wright offered insight on that type of partnership. 
 
Wright noted immediately that the perfect relationship between editor and agent is a 
‘collaboration.’ Davies fosters relationships with editors by updating her list all the time 
because of the fluid industry. She visits editorial offices and loves to attend conferences 
as part of the faculty. She stressed that her agency represents careers, not just books. 
She doesn’t understand other models, especially agencies that don’t offer contracts. “A 
contract is like a wedding ring. You’re ‘married’ until either party breaks the 
commitment.”  
 
The instruction part of the day concluded with a mini-panel on QUERY LETTERS with 
Lennex, Wernick, and Frank. Lennex led off with the basics to include in any query: title, 
genre, a paragraph of what it’s about, and your publishing history. Frank said flattery 
works, whether it’s mentioning titles that editor has worked on previously or why you are 
targeting them. Wernick said if a writer was previously agented, she would like to know 
why the writer is seeking other representation. Frank summed up the feelings of the 
other two panelists by saying the goal of a query is to “get us excited about your work 
and get us reading your work as quickly as possible.” 
 
The day concluded with hors d’oeuvres in the dining room and a mix & mingle with the 
speakers. A HUGE thank you to PWD committee members Lisa Bierman, Lori Degman, 
Meg Lentz, Janet McDonnell, Alice McGinty, Terri Murphy, Natalie Rompella, Sara 
Shacter, Suzanne Slade, and Darcy Zoells for a fantastic day. 
 
Dawn Malone, a co-network representative for Bloomington/Normal, writes for middle-
grade readers. Her essay "Hand of Friendship" appeared in Chicken Soup for the Soul 
Think: Positive for Kids this past October. Visit her blog, Here’s the Story, at 
http://dawnmalone.blogspot.com. 
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SCBWI	  Winter	  Conference	  in	  New	  York:	  An	  Invaluable	  Experience	  
 

By	  Wendy	  Parris	  	  
 
In February of 2013, I took full advantage of my brand-new SCBWI membership and 
jumped in with both feet—I attended the 14th Annual Winter Conference in New York 
City without knowing a soul. With me were 999 (yes, you read that right) other writers 
and/or illustrators from eighteen different countries, dozens of agents and editors, and 
countless children’s publishing professionals. Perhaps most exciting, writers as diverse 
as Mo Willems and Meg Rosoff spoke, as well as legendary writer/actress Julie Andrews 
and illustrator Tomie de Paola. 
 
Some of you may be intimidated reading these names and numbers. Please don’t be. 
Across the board, I found everyone to be friendly and helpful, from the hilarious Lin 
Oliver, who co-founded SCBWI (and who joked with me on a hotel elevator ride), to the 
shy Indiana grad student/writer who gave me tips on navigating Twitter. Sure, it’s a 
competitive industry. But I used to act. SCBWI members are much more helpful, 
encouraging, and supportive than actors, believe me. The bottom line: everyone in 
attendance shares a common love of children’s literature. And people who write for kids 
tend to be nice people. 
 
So, I’d been working on my middle grade novel (and with my critique group) for about a 
year and decided I was ready to query. I registered for the Writers’ Roundtables, extra 
sessions that take place the day before the conference officially starts, so I could attend 
two critique clinics. In each I was paired randomly with an industry professional and six 
other writers to critique our novels’ first 500 words. I got lucky—in my first session I was 
paired with Mallory Kass, an editor from Scholastic, and in my second Tara Weikum, an 
editor at HarperCollins. Both gave spot-on advice to every single one of us writers. Each 
writer contributed insightful opinions as well. I was amazed how quickly and easily the 
participants in both small groups bonded to help each other. Yes, there was a range of 
experience and skill, but everyone received positive, constructive criticism.  
 
The next day the conference officially began. During those two days of industry panels, 
keynote speeches, and break-out sessions, of course I absorbed an amazing amount of 
information. But I also had opportunities to talk one-on-one with industry professionals, 
ask questions directly, and network. It was absolutely invaluable, and something you 
simply cannot do at home in your living room.  
 
For example, I got to hear firsthand from Jennifer Besser, publisher at G. . Putnam’s 
Sons, exactly what gripped her when she read the first few pages of Rick Riordan’s THE 
LIGHTNING THIEF, and why she knew she had to offer him a deal. I learned that Tara 
Weikum from HarperCollins is looking for a teen version of GONE GIRL. And when 
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Heather Alexander from Dial Books for Young Readers was asked what words she 
hated, she gave quite a long and funny speech about the word “munch.”  
 
Now for the social aspect. It is tradition for every conference attendee from Illinois to 
place a shiny penny in the plastic sleeve holding their I.D. badge, so they’re easily 
identifiable as from the Land of Lincoln. This was extremely helpful—in the sea of almost 
1,000 people, I easily spotted those pennies and made connections. The Illinois group 
met for lunch one day and, of course, had a specific table at the cocktail gala. Since I’d 
traveled to the conference alone and without knowing anyone at all, I welcomed the 
camaraderie of the Illinois group. 
 
Benefits to Going to the New York Conference 
 

• It’s the world headquarters of publishing. I believe quite a few industry 
professionals speak and pop in because they work nearby.  

• It’s winter—why not be inside at a fabulous, international conference? 
• Networking with other writers. You might meet a perfect critique partner for your 

WIP. 
• You get away from your computer and interact with hundreds of people 

interested in writing for children. You don’t experience that every day. 
• If you participate in a workshop or breakout session with an agent or editor, they 

almost always give you an opportunity to get out of the slush pile. They usually 
do this by giving you a code to put in the subject line of the email when you query 
them that will inform them you attended their session and deserve particular 
notice. They generally give you a time frame of several months to submit to them. 
Of course, this is no guarantee your work will get published, but it does help 
guarantee it will be read by them. 

 
During my three days at the SCBWI Winter Conference in New York, I learned invaluable 
information about the craft of writing and the business of publishing. I forged new 
friendships and made professional connections. Perhaps most important, I felt welcomed 
into a supportive community and inspired to dive back into my writing with a fresh 
energy.  
 
I encourage all SCBWI members to make the trek to New York for the Annual Winter 
Conference at least once, so you have the chance to directly experience the fun of it for 
yourself. I’ll be there again this February—if you go, be sure to keep your eye out for me 
with my name badge and penny, and please come over and introduce yourself. 
 
Wendy Parris is a middle grade author living in the Chicago area. Based on what she 
learned at the conference and since, Wendy will give a presentation titled “Beyond the 
Slushpile: New Ways to Get Agent Attention” at the SCBWI North Suburban Network’s 
monthly meeting the evening of February 12 at the Book Stall in Winnetka.  
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Been	  to	  the	  Library	  Lately?	  
 

By	  Susan	  A.	  Bravo	  
 
Wow! I have a wonderful memory, going to the library, in South Shore, Chicago. I can 
visualize it now, right next to the fire station. It wasn’t huge, for the adult that is. But to a 
child it was enormous. And as I grew up and needed it more and more, it was became 
my special place. It had books, all kinds of books, and magazines. But most important to 
me was the “Reference Room.” You had to get special permission to use it. It had big 
encyclopedias, old, old books that you had to ask the librarian for. Then there were those 
many indices—periodical guides to magazines. Remember them? Oh how I wish they 
were still here. And it smelled, the special smell of lots of books and paper and quiet. All 
of this “ole” lady’s life I’ve considered it a special place. 
 
From the time I was in fifth grade, when I first had a “research assignment” requiring me 
to look for something that wasn’t in the general collection, I treasured the opportunity to 
use the books in that room.  
 
Over the years, as I taught, and wrote and read, I grew to take the library for granted. I 
knew I could go to the local library (South Holland, Illinois) and find, if not everything, 
then almost everything I needed for my work and that of my students. 
 
The South Holland library was small but it had books, lots of books. For me, as an 
educator and writer, there wasn’t a book, circulating or otherwise, that wasn’t available. 
And the “reference section” was fantastic. Don’t get me wrong, it wasn’t a great research 
venue. But for most of us the section was excellent. And if we couldn’t find what we were 
looking for, the reference librarians were very helpful. 
 
Finally, my library was a great place to go to catch up on magazines, look through a lot 
of books, study or even use one of the study desks to write and/or read. The atmosphere 
was quiet and it lent itself to reading and studying and writing. 
 
Then it happened! Over the past few years I was limited in the time I had to spend at the 
library. Perhaps the changes were gradual. Or maybe I, as an individual, was not as 
observant as I should have been. 
 
About three months ago, I went to the library to look for information for several pieces I 
was working on. The table with the microfiche machine and films was missing. Even the 
reference librarians weren’t sure where I would look for a picture from the Chicago Daily 
News, l949. Don’t get me wrong, they did give me several suggestions. Then I went to 
look for the magazine guides. I looked again and realized that all, as in ALL, those 
wonderful green guides—the guides to periodical literature, you know, the ones in which 
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you could look up a topic, and it would list the articles available, the magazines, the 
dates, page numbers, volumes, and even suggest other areas to search in the same 
volume—were gone. Then I went to look for the books with tons of information about 
various companies. In fact, all of the reference books—bought and paid for—were gone. 
In their place were huge boxes. The area was filled with empty shelves and it was roped 
off like a crime scene. To me, it was just that, a crime scene. 
 
Where did all those wonderful books and guides go? 
 
They were ALL gone. I simply couldn’t digest it. 
 
I sat down at one of the tables that were still there and looked around me.  
 
Slowly, I became aware that the whole atmosphere had changed. There was a 
measurable noise level. There were a lot of people at computers and many waiting. That 
quiet, peaceful sanctuary I loved so much was gone.  
 
I sat there and the tears started to fall. One of the reference librarians—that’s what we 
used to call them—came over to see if I needed help. I asked her what happened to the 
reference section. All she would say was “it’s gone.” 
 
I went in search of the “head librarian”—that is what we used to call the librarian 
responsible for all library activities. I found her. Only she was not a “head librarian.” She 
was the “Library Director.” I asked her about what had happened. All she would say was 
“they’re gone.” I asked where we were supposed to look for the information they 
contained. She blithely informed me, “in the computer” or go to the “ask desk.” (Are we 
supposed to call the reference librarians “ask librarians”?) I tried that. It took three days 
for them to locate a simple short story and it was only an abridged edition. I went home 
and found it in five minutes. And maybe, just maybe, I don’t want anyone to know what 
I’m writing. But that’s not the point. My beloved library was gone. In its place was a cold, 
noisy, computer oriented place.  
 
I went to two other libraries in the south suburbs. They were doing the same thing. What 
really disturbs me is that no one is saying where all the books we already had went. 
Books like the periodical guides—especially from the past—are not available online. H. 
W. Wilson, which compiles those guides, requires a subscription. Most of the libraries do 
not have that access—expense is the key word. 
 
At a mayor’s meeting, in the library meeting room, I saw a ton of empty shelves that at 
one time had been filled with books. 
 
A few weeks after this disastrous experience, I returned to the “library” to address the 
Board of Trustees. I had a handout for each member. I was early so I spent a short time 
wandering around, noticing, in particular, the noise level. Why, there was someone 
sitting right next to the meeting room tutoring, which in itself is important, in full voice. I 
couldn’t hear myself think. 
 
I left the handouts, went home, dug out my master’s degree in library science, sat down 
and cried. I felt totally defeated. I haven’t been back since.  
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Along with teaching in the Chicago schools for 41 years, Susan A. Bravo became a 
professional storyteller—not reader—by accident in 1995. She was blessed to travel to 
many places and meet many wonderful people in the profession. In addition to doing 
storytelling she presented seminars—Art and Storytelling, Vamos a Peru, Storytelling as 
a Ministry, etc. She appeared by invitation at the St. Louis storytelling festival for 5 years 
in a row. But her favorite was and is the Kansas City Storytelling Celebration. She was 
there 11 years in a row as a regional teller. She travels to Peru regularly and has told at 
the American School, churches, and parties. Because of her physical limitations she has 
gone from telling to writing. She has "a million" stories to write about and will enjoy. 


